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Excellency,
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honour

memorandum of the
. Republic
this

Ministry

herewith

of Foreign

Assembly,

u~der

as an official
item

11 of the

the

Affairs

of China on Sino-Vietnamase

be circulated

Security
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of a
People's

and request

of the
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General
and of the

Council.

(Signed)
Permanent
People

Representative
1

s Republic

to the

His Excellency
qecretary-General

Mr. Kurt Waldheim
of the

United

Nations

LING Qing

United

of tha

of China
Nations

that

MEMORANDUM
OF THE MINIS'rRY OF FOREIG~ AFFAIRS OF THE
PEOPLE"'SREPUB_LIC
OF CHINA ON SINO-VIETNAMESE
RELATIO~S
13 July

1981

For some time the Vietnamese
authoritie.3
have fabricated
numerous
lies
and made unbridled
slanderous
attacks
on China}
at tribut
in 0 to China the cause of the seriously
dete1· lnr:.;.t ~J
Sino-Vietnamese
relations
and of the turbulPncc
in Indochina
a.nd Southeast
Asia,
in an attempt
to confuse
the right
a:1d wrong
and cover up their
acts
of ~ggressicn
and expansion
so ~s to
invent
excuses
for th2ir
intensified
pursuance
of the -policy
of regional
hegemonism.
Therefore,
the Chinese
side deems it
necessary
to state
the truth
of the matter
in order
to set the
record
straight.
I.

Why Sino-Vietnamese

Relations

Continue

to

Deteriorate

t

Since the end of.Viet
Nam's war of resistance
against
U.S. 1ggression,
the Vietnamese
authorities
have taken
a whole
series
of measures
to worsen
Sino-Vietnamese
relations.
At
present,
they are ~tepping
~P these
anti-China
activities.
Their
professed
willingness
to improve
Sino-Vietnamese
relations
is a sheer
gesture
meant to-deceive
people.
,
The Fourth
Plenum of: the Fourth
Central
Commit te2 of
the Communist
rarty
of Viet, Nam held in 1978 a11d the subsequent
meetings
decided
to set China as the "direct
enemy of Viet Nam",
adopt
"an offensive
strategy"
towards
China and regard
it
11
as a "national
task"
and 11 inte:r>national
obligation
to oppose
China.
At the end of 1980,.the
Seventh
Sessjon
of the Sixth
National
Assembly
of Viet Nam brazenly
included
in its
new
6onstitution
the content
o~ opposing
China,
thus
defining
its
anti-China
policy
in the form of law.
The Vietnamese
authorities'
anti-China
activities
have become more and more
fanatic
because
they have p~rsisted
in
making
these

activities
a part
of their
basic
national
policy.
They have
deployed
large
nu~bers
of troops
in the areas
along
the
Sino-Vietnamese
border,
carrying
out frequent
armed pr-ovocati.ons
against
Cnina and intrusions
into
Chinese
border
areas.
In
the period
from early
1980 to the end of <Tune 1981, the
Vietnamese
troops
shelled
and opened fire
on Chinese
territory
and sent their
units
and armed special
agents
to intrude
· into
Chinese
territory
for '!."'aids, harassment
and s:1.bc-tagC"'
on more than 2,670 occasions.
Especially
since
last
~ay,
the Vietnamese
troops
have become more rampant
i~ their
µrevocations
along
the Sino-Vietnamese
border.
They heve shelled
Chinese
territory
almost
daily
and ha,~e repec1tedly
sent tr·oops
in company or battalion
or even'regiment
strength
to intrude
into
Ningming
County of Guangxi
Zhuang Autono~ous
Region
and Malipo County of Yunnan Province,
thus aggravating
tension
in the border
areas.
In ortler
to establish
a war system
spearheaded
against
China,
the Vietnamese
authorities
have
marked off its
northern
provinces
adjacent
to China as the
"north
battlefield",
where they have deployed
62 percent
of
the total
strength
of their
army, 75 percent'of
their
air
force
and a large
number of warships.
Along the Sino-Vietnamese
border,
the Vietnamese
side continues
to "purify
the border",
forcing
border
inhabitants
to move away, constructing
defence
works,
introducing
more armaments
and military
supplies
and carrying
out frequent
military
manoeuvres.
In addit~on,
the Vietnamese
authorities
have been creating
a war
atmosphere
at home·.
They
are busy
spreading·
all sorts
of ubsurd
rumours
making a hullabaloo
about
"China's
threat"
to Viet Nam and
attributin.~
to
the
so-called
rrchina' s

-
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psychological
warfare 11 all such things
as political
unrest>
economic
depression
and people's
resentment.
which are actually
the result
1
of the Viet~amese
aµthorities
militaristic
policy
of aggression.
Obviously,
the vigorous
incitement
of hostfle
feelings
against
China
has already
become an important
means of the Vietnamese
authorities
to divert
the people's
complaint
and to maintain
and strengthen
their
rule at home.
.
Facts show that in order to realize
their
regional
hegemony
and suit the needs of the global
st"ategy
of Soviet 11eg0mo1113m,
the Vietnamese
authorities
are pressing
ahead with their
policy
of hostility
against
China in a deliberate
attempt
to further
worsen
the Sino-Vietnamese
relations;
This is the basic reason why these
relations
have failed
to improve ~o far:
Of late,
the Vietnames(~ side has put forward a number of
so-called
proposals,
such as the conclusion
c:: a "bilateral
agreement
on peaceful
coe~.;:istence"
and :'.l ;1 non-aggression
t·.reaty".
It has
done this not at all for the purpose of improving
the relations
between China ana Viet rlam. It is not difficult
to see the intention
behind these proposals
after
they are analysed~
After cooking up the so--called
1. China
threat 11 , t11e Vietnamese
authorities
brazenly "'demand tl_1e inclusion
into the 11treaty';
such
content
as putting
an end to the non-existent
Chinese ,:thre2.t"
arid
"invasion",
and ask China to accept the charges
imposed by them.
What kind of logic is this?
Tlley are even n1orP. unreasonable
in
demanding that China stop its support
to the patriotic
Kampuche~n
armed forces
and civilians
in: their
resistance
a~ainst
Vietnamese
aggressors
and that this point be incorporated
into the 11tPeaty 11 •
Doesn't
this illean that China ~hould abandon its stand of upholding
1
justice,
condone the Vietnamese
authorities
asgression
and expansion
and accept their
occupation
of Kamruchean 1;erritory
as leglt;1mate?
'rhe Chinese Government llas ne,,er opposed the c.on~lusion
c,f bilateral
agreements
or treaties
which are aimed at develcping
friendly
relaticns
and cooperation
bet·(,reen states
and a.t opposing hegemonism
and safeguarding
peace.
However, we must firmly expose and denounce
the Vietnamese
a~thorities
for playing
tri~ks
on the question
of
concluding
an agreement,
fals~ly
accusing
China and peddling
their
fallacy
of 11justified
aggression•i
in their
attempt ,to cover up
their
criminal
aggression
and·: expansion.
As is knmm to all,
th2 Chinese Government has done its
utmost to improve Sino-Vietnamese
relations.
It has proposed
bilatera~
negotiations
at the governmental
level,
put forward an
eight-point
proposal
for handli~g
the relations
between the two
countries
and also expressed
~illingness
to undertake>
together
•with Viet ~am, not to seek hegemony but to contribute
to peace
in Southeast
Asia.
1 he Chine:_se side will continue
its efforts
to
1
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1
this end in the future.
l'he door is always open for the normalization
of cur bilateral
relations.
Now it depends on the Vietnamese
side
whether thes~ relations
can be improved and whether a bilateral
agreement
or treaty
'can be concluded
to ens~re good-neighbourly
and
friendly
relations
and coo~eration
between the two countries
in
the interest
of opposing hegem0nism and safeguarding
peace.
It can
be said that it is now high time for the Vietnam~se
side to take
actions.

II.

The Root Cause of Tension in Indochina
Lies tn the
Vietnamese
Authorities'
Attempt co Seek Regional
Hegemony

The Vietnamese
authorities
assert,that
the prescr.t
tension
in Indochinc1._ is caused by the so-called
i;Chinese ambitions 11 rather
than the policies
of aggression
and expansion
they have pursu8d
with the support
of the Soviet Union.
They even try to make people
believe
that the invasion
and :occupation
of Kampuchea by 200,000
Vietnamese
troops
is fo1' the purpose of dealing
with 11China threat".
However, the deeds of the Vietnamese
authoritiec
have provided
an explicit
answer as to who has single-handedly
created
turbulence
a.nu disaster
in this region.
After the unif!cation
of Viet Nam in 1976, the Vietnamese
authorities
went ahead with an~ ambitious
plan in an attempt
to
establish
their
hegemonist
rule in Indochina.
After it succeeded
in gradually
bringing
Laos under its total
control,
Viet Nam
J.aunched a large-scale
war of aggression
at the end of 1978, anJ
occupied
large parts
of the Karnpuchean territory
and its capital
Phnom Penh.
At present,
ther6 are 50,000 - 60,000 Viet11amese troops
and nearly
10,000
Vietnamese
~xperts,
advisers
a11d secret
police
in Laos, controlling
Laosv military,
political,
economic,
cultural,
propaganda,
and external
affairs.
In Kampuchea!) the Vietnamese
authorities
have propped up a ~uppet regime and_established
a
military
and colonial
rule in the occupied
areas of the country
on the strength
of their
200,000
aggressor
troops.
Over the past
two years or more, they have frequently
launched military
offensives,
frenziedly
mas sacred l~ampuchec,.n patriotic
soldiers
a.nd civilians,
wantonly plundered
j_ts resour:ces
and wealth and destroyed
its
farmland
and water conservancy
projects.
Moreover,. they have
driven hundreds of thousands
qf Kampucheans out of their
homeland
and emigrated
large numbers of Vietnamese
into Kampuchea, thus
bringing
havoc to the country ·and menacing its nationa.l
survival.
The Vietnamese
authorities
can. never get aH2.y with this hj_storical
crime.
'l'he immediate
aim of Viet 1--.J"amv
s annexation
01' Kampuchea
1
11
and Laos is to set up an Ind0chinese
federation·
with itself
as
the overlord.
The Vietnamese·. authorities
even assert
t~1at the three
Indochinese
states
llmust form'.an integral
·,'lhole 1i and that the three
countries
;,have already
been Integrated
and one can call it whatever
he wishes. 11 They are even openly exerting
pressurt';
on the ASE.AN

countries
to r·egard the ''three
Indochinese
st.Rtes"
as a 11bloc'' and
to enter
into dialogue
with it as such.
Otherwise,
they asserted,
11
there
can be no peace and stability
in Southeast
Asia",
etc.
The
Vietnamese
authorities)
whose deeds have laid bare their
ambitions
for Indochina 3 hope that peopl2 will b~lieve
that it fs China and
not the Vietnamese
authorities
that have expaasionist
ambitions
in
Indochina.
r:l.'his is just
their
wishfuJ. thinldng.
The Vietnamese
authorities
nre now playing
tricks
to justify
their
refusal
to pull out their
troops
from Kampuchea in defiance
of the resolutions
adopted on the Kampuchean question
at th2 34th
and 35th Sessions
of the U.N'. General Assembly.
They are vigorously
peddling
their
scheme to convene a 11regional
meeting 11 between the
"Indochinese
bloc" and ASEAN) in an attempt
to undermine
the
international
conference
on Kampuchea..
This has met with wide
opposition
of world opinion.
Usii.1g the fabricated
1rchina threat 11
as its pretext
for refusing
to withdraw
its troops
from Kampuchea,
Viet 1\Jamat one moment sn.ys that its troops
will pull out 11onl:l
when China's
threat
is eliminat;ed 11 ~ and the nex.c it claims that
its withdrawal
from Kampuchea must be conditioned
upon Chinajs
giving up its just stand of supporting
the Kamp~chean patriotic
forces v struggle
against
aegression
and signing
a i 1treaty
of mutual
11
11
non-aggression
with the so-called
three
Inclochine:::;e states".
Such absurd pretexts
~re being-used
by the Vietnamese
authorities.
to divert
the attention
of wor·ld opinion
from the Kan1puchean
question
and evade condemnation
by the international
community,
Recently,
the Vietnamese
authorities,
in referring
to China's
rela'tions
with Kar1puche3. and L:'.10G :. ha.ve ur,sed China to sign what
it calls
a 11bilateral
agreement
of peaceful
coexistence;,
and a.
11
treaty
of mutual non-aggre~si(.m"
with these two countries
respectively.
It is nothing
biJ.t another
anti -C!1ina trick
01' theirs.
At present J
the Government of Democratic
Kamµuchea is the sole ler;al representative
of Kampuchea recognized
by the United Nations.·
Tne puppet regime
fostered
by the Vietnamese
autnorities
has no right
whatsoever
to repre~ent
Kampuchea.
After the camplece withdrawal
of Vietnamese
troops
from Kampuchea
China, ~aturally,
will develop
frienJly
relations
and cooperation
with an independent,
neutral
and nonaligned
Kampuchea on-the
basis~ of complete ~qu~llty
and mutual
benefit
and in a manner satisfictory
to both siJes.
· As to Sino-Lao
relations,
over the years the ~wo countries
were_ 6n good terms,
and it is due to the Vietnamese
authorities'
meddling
and sabotage
that there have been reverses
in Sino-Lao relations
in recent
years.
In 1979, the Vietnamese
authorities,
in co~laboration
with the
Soviet Un1on, invented
the lie about )!China massing heavy troops
along the Sino-Lao border 11 and_ coerced
the La.o authori t j_es into
opposing
China and suspending
;the c9operative
rel2tions
between
La~and
China in the economic ~nd cultural
fields.
Since last May,
the Vietnamese
authorities,
while aggravating
tension
along the
Sino-Vietnamese
border,
have r:layed the same old trick)
fabrica.tlng
3

the

rumour tllat 11 China is tl1rt'atenini
the Lao bordP,r" 1 , ar1d they
i1ave even se.nt Vietna,nese
a.rineJ 9ersonr..el
in the guise of Lao soldiers
to provoke incidents
on the Sino-Lao border in an attempt
to create
confusion
and whip up fresh anti-China
clamours.
T~e Vi2tnamese
authorities
not only op~ose C~ina them3elves
but also want to turn
the whole of Indochina
into ar. anti-China
base for ti-1emselves and
the Soviet Union.
'l l1is is the root
cause why Sino-Lao relations
have been undermined.
It will not be Jifficult
to resume and continue
to develop
friendly
relations
and cooperation
bet\Jee!1 Ci.-dna and Laos
in the future
so lon; as La0s 1 indefendence
and soverei:nty
(includi11g
its right
to make independent
decisions
in external
affairs)
are
guaranteed.
Viet Nam, posing as the spokesman of the thi"'ee Indochinese
states,
is bound to fail in its attempts
and schenies to
make China recognize
the rieng Samrin pup~et regime,
acknowledge
the fait
accou~li
of its occupation
of Kampuchea and its control
of Laos and accept
Viet ~-ramas ti.1e overlord
of Indochina.
1

III.

Increased
Collusion
Poses an Ever ~ore
Asian Rei:,ion

iletween the Soviet Union and Viet
Serious
Threat to the Southeast

Nam

','Ji th respect
to the si tuat io11 in ::;outheas t Asia,
the Vietnamese
authorities
have also,/, been rehasl1tng
the :1acl:neyed slander
about .
the so-calleu
irchina tl1reatn
ln '.'l.n attempt
to hefuctdle the people
with distorted
facts,
cover up the expansioDi3t
acts of the Soviet
Union and Viet Nam and sow discord
between China and the countries
concerned.
However, lles are·but
lies.
A brief
review of the
evoiut ion of ..::vents in the pai t f .:w years mak-3s ~ t clear
tlia t it
is tne VietnQmese authorities~
act of annexing
Indochina
and their
bigger
ambitions
to control
tf1e whole of Southeast
Asia that have
posed a direct
threat
to the ~ecurity
of Thailand
and other Southeast Asian countries.
Using fiet Nam and In,'l.ochin::i. as its forward
base and regarding
Southeast
As!a and the Asi~1-Pacific
region
as an important
link in its hegemonistic
global
strategy~
the
Soviet Union, on its part,
has visibly
increased
its military
presence
in the region)
thus further
complicating
and ag~ravating
the
situation
there.
1

'i'he Vietnamese
invasi01:1 of Kampuchea has brought
I'h:i.iland
under the direct
threat
of th~ Vietnamese
expansionist
farces.
Over the past two years and m•.)re, the Vietnamese
authori t:!.es ha.ve
kept many divisions
of their
aggressor
troops
ln i(ampuchea and
Laos on the border of Thailand
and have stepped up the construction
of fortifications,
roads anJ ~irfielJs
and concent~atect
large
quantities
of tanks,
artillerJ
pieces,
aircraft
and miAsiles
in
areas close to the thai borde~.
Since the beginning
of 19S0~ the
Viet,iarnese
troops h3.ve 0arr1eil out !"'lore frequent
shellings,
intrusions
and raids
from their
bases in~Kampuchea and Laos, directed
against
the territory
of il'hailand.
Oti 23 June 1980, over two thousand

Vietnaillese
lrooiJs
f la~;ranc ly l1i-crac:eci in t.,O 'l'hailanJ.
Recently~
a greater
number of Vietnam2sc
tro~rs
have appearEd
on the Kan~ucheanThai border~
~he Viet11amese
authoritie~
have kept on sending
their
men to sneak in~o 'Ihailand
for provocations,
sabotage
and othP.r
conspiratorial
activities
A Vice Foreign
i'Unister
of Viet
.Jam
went so far as to threaten
th:it Vi:;t ;--ramwould 11resort
to aJ.l poss:i.ble
means II to deal
with '11hailanu.
'l1i.1e grav::.. ty of ti1e dange::::-ous situation
along
the Ka.mpuchean-'rhai
border
keeps
incre2.sini:;.
A l1ost of facts
sl1(?WS that
the Vietnarnese
aut;1or·ities'
mill1~a17
action
ar;ainst
'.C'hailand is prei110c1i ta tf'd and carr f,l ll:1 plaunetl.
Tl1c-tr purr:iose
ls
to bring
pressure
to bear
on 'rhailand
in conjunc:tion
witi1 theil'
war 0f' ar;gression
in 1~arr:pucl1e3.. and force
'J'lwiland
:1.nd other
ASEAN
countries
to recognize
the Heng S.:.-t.mrin clique
n.nd the fait
accompli
of Viet 1\Jam's oc cup at ion or l·~ampuchec~. . What is more,
t~1ey harbour
more malicious
designs.
In recent
years,,
Vietna1n0se
leader3
often
claim
the status
of a i'world military
power"
fer thei.r
coui1try
and assert
that
.1a strcne;
Viet :\Jam will
con'cribute
to the deep~goinp
changes
on the political
scene
of Southeast
Asi~.r,
It may be predicted
that
once the Vie~nrunese
regional
hegem0nists
obtai~
a firm foothold
in .iCampuchea,
they will
use Indochina
a.s a base to press
forward
with
1
their
more ambitious
expansionist
plans.
IJ.:i:1ere has been e:-c·owing
concern
about
1v-hat may happP.n after
Indoc11l1;~L .' ~L'he:Vietn~mc se
authorities'
threat
to and raiJs
against
Thajland
have already
put this
question
in sharp
focus.
o

..

.

The Vietnamese
autl1o~iti~s
are abetted
anJ suoported
energetically
by the Soviet
Union in their
aggressio11
and expansion.
~aking
advantage
of the Vietnamese
authorities'
wild ambition8
for expanaion
and. their
der:, "ndP.ncc en the S.oviE. -~ Union J the So• iet Union has
been infiltrating
deeper
intd
Ind0chin2
and the A~ian-Pacific
region.
It has gone further
in thj_s r·:ega::."'d sir.c,c> J.980
It has dispatched
an increasing
number of perso ..nr,.cl o~ all
d~sc;r5pt;Jons
to the Indochinese
states.
It has ol:'talncd
fro:,: Viet Nam the ric;ht
to use
Cam nanl1 Bay~ D0. N2n,:; ~ Ko11poac; Som 2.r./l utli12:_· 1mro;.:tant
p0rts.
The
Soviet
Pacific
fleet
has multiplied
it3 actlvitics
in South China
Sea and the west0.rn
Pacific
2:ncJ. even rc..ached 1~1:ieGulf of Siam.
Having pushed
se 1,-eraJ thousar,d
lcilcmetr2s
scut;hward
from Vladivostok.,
the Soviet
military
strength-is
rosing
a direct
manace to the sealane linking
the Pacific
and .Indian
Oceans.
In coor~i~ation
with
its moves in Afghan_j_stan,
thE:: Indian
Ocean ::i.nd th2 Persian
Gulf,
the Soviet
Union j_r; opening
1:ip another
route
for pursuing
its
strategy
of southward
drive.
· The stark
fact~: s.how that
the SovietVietnamese
collaboration
bas~d on their
common hegemonistic
aspirations
is the root
causi
of the turbulence
in Southeast
Asia
and the Asian-Pacific
region.
Colluding
with each other
and each
using
the other
for its
own ends,
they have intensified
their
expansion
in Southeast
Asia, :thus
disrupting
the tranquility
and
- stability
of the region.
This not only constitutes
a real threat
to the countries
in the region
b1 1 t als0
forebodes
greater
danger.
The Soviet
and Vietnamese
authcrities
are working
closely
together
0

o

1
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to peddle their
fraudulent
proposals
for the so-called
"confidencebuilding
measures"
and ll8;roup dialogue 1• in 2.n attempt
to lower
people's
vigilance
and distract
them from the danger they
face.
This 1s completely
futile.
Conclusion

I

The evolution
of events fully
shows that the anti-China
policy of the Vietnamese
authorities
is inseparable
from the Soviet
and Vietnamese
moves in this region and that it is an import~nt
component of the Soviet and Vietnamece
str~tegy
f6r seeking hegemony •
. The general
background
and underlying
cause for the turbulent
sittiation
in Indochlna
and Southeast
Asia in recent
years and the worsening
relations
between China and Vie~ Nam are the emergence of Vietnamese
regional
hegemonism and the Soviet hegemonist
expansion
in Southeast
Asia.
In the view of the Chinese side,
it s2rves• the interest
of
all peoples,
including
that of the Chinese and Vietnamese
pe6ples,
to maintain
peace> security
and stability
in Indochina
and Southeast
Asia and good-neighbouriy
relations,
friendship
anc cooperation
among all countries
in the region.
China will continue
to make
unremitting
efforts
to this end together
with all·
justice-upholding
and peace-loving
countries
and peoples.
The ChinEse side wishes
to point out once again in all qeriousness
that the Vietnamese
leaders
should earnestly
consid~r
the stron~ demano of the internatioqal
community, take into account
th(. arQent des~re of the Vietnamese
people to recuperate
and develop their
national
economy in a peaceful
environment,
abandon the policy
of seeking regional
hegemcny, cease
to serve as a tool and forward hase for Soviet southward
drive and
withdraw all their
troops from Kampuchea and Laot, halt their
armed
provocations
against
and intrusions
into China, stop their
raids
and threats
against
'rl1ailanu)
respect
the independence,
sovereignty
and territorial
integrity
of th~ir neighbours,
so as to en3ure
the peace and tranquility
of th~ region.
These are the most urgent
things to be done in 6rder to r~store
stability
to Indochina
and
Southeast
Asia, as well as the indispensable
prerequisites
for
realizing
the normalization
of ~elations
between rhina and Viet Nam.
This is the only wise course of- action
for the Vietnamese
a11thori ties
to take.
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Excellency,
I have the honour
note

addressed

to

transmit

by the Ministry

herewith

of Foreign

the text

Affairs

of the

People's

Republic

Republic

of Viet Nam in China on December 22, 1980.

request

that

this

of the General
the Security

of China to the Embassy of the Socialist

note

be circulated

Assembly,

as an official

I
document

under it~m 11 of the agenda,

and of

Council.

Please
highest

of a

accept,

Excellency,

the assurances

of my

consideration.

(Signed)
Acting

Permanent

of the People's
to the United

His Excellency
Secretary-General

Mr. Kurt Waldheim,
of the United

Nations

Lai Yali,
Representative
Republic
Nations

of China

NOTE OF THE MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF
THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA TO

THE EMBASSYOF THE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF VIET NAMIN CHINA
Beijing,

December 22

3

1980

The Ministry
of Foreifn
Affairs
of the People's
Republic of China wishes to state
as follows with regard
to Sino-Vietnamese
negotiations:
The Chinese Government has always held that disputes
and differences
between states
should be settled
in a fair
and reasonable
way through peaceful
negotiations.
In line
with this stand,
the Chinese side made great efforts
to
bring about the Sino-Vietnamese
negotiations
and promote
their progress.
Regrettably,
owing to reasons
arising
from the Vietnamese
side, the two rounds of negotiations
already
held yielded
no result
whatsoever.
Since the conclusion
of the second round of
negotiations,
the Chinese side has repeatedly
su?,gested
that each side make proper use of the intersessional
period to study the viewpoints
and 9ropositions
of the
other side so as to find a way to break the deadlock in
the negotiations
and seek a settlewent.
Should the
Vietnamese side take the Chinese suggestion
seriously,
the third round of negotiations
could have been expected
to start
earlier.
However, pushing their
policy of ooposition
and
hostility
to China with redoubled
efforts,
the Vietnamese
authorities
have during this period,
further
poisoned the
relations
between the two countries,
kept intensifyin~
tension
along the Sino-Vietnamese
border,
and carried
out
reckless
military
provocations
against
the Chinese border
areas.
At the same time, in defiance
of the resolutions
of the U.N. General Assembly, the Vietnamese
authorities
have refused
to withdraw their
troops from Kampuchea and
have done their
utmost to step up their
war of a~gression
against
Kampuchea in an attempt to achieve their
ambition
of total
occupation
of Kampuchea.
What 1s more> they have
concentrated
massive troops along the Thai--Kampuchean

border areas and intruded
into the territory
of T~ailand,
thus posing a grave threat
to the peace,
security
and
stability
of Thailand
and the Southeast
Asian re~ion as a
whole.
In the service
of the Soviet policy of ~lobal
hegemony, the Vietnamese
authorities
have acted as a tool
and commando for the southw·ard drive strate~:v
of the
Soviet Union and provided
it with militarv
bases., thus
subjecting
the West Pacific,
narticularly
the Southeast
Asian countries
to the ~rowing threat
of Soviet military
buildup.
Such perverse
acts of t~e Vietnamese
authorities
can in no way be ~lossed over by their
professions
of
sincerity.
In such circumstances
and atmosphere,
there
is no practical
significance
in holding
the third
round
~ of Sino-Vietnamese
negotiations.
The Chinese side hopes
that the Vietnamese
side will by deeds create
conditions
.. necessary
for an early resumption
of tl1e nep;otiations
between the two countries.
Should positive
factors
favourable
to the nefotiations
appear,
the Chinese
Delegation will be ready to go to Hanoi at any time for
the resumed nep;otiations
with the Vietnamese
side.
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Statement
issued

by

the Ministry

of the People's

of Foreign
Republic

Affairs

of China

June 26, 1980

'

"On the morning
of June 23, 1980, Vietnamese
occupation
troops
in Kampuchea flagrantly
intruded
into Thailand
to raid
thai
villages
along the border,
causing
heavy losses
in life
and property
to the
people
in that
locality.
This act of agg~ession
by the Vietnamese
authorities,
which is a gross
violation
of Thailand's
sovereignty
and
territorial
integrity
and a breach
of the norms of international
relations,
poses a serious
threat
to the peace and security
of Thailand and of the region
as a whole.
The Chinese
Government
strongly
denounces
this
armed Vietnamese
invasion
of Thailand
and is watching
developments
cios~ly.

iI

"The Vietnamese
authorities,
backed by the Soviet
Union,
stubbornly
refuse
to withdraw
their
aggressor
troops
from Kampuchea in
disregard
of the resolution
of the U.N. General
Assembly
adopted
at
its
34th Session.
Continuing
to intensify
their
war of aggression
in Kampuchea,
they have at the same time massed troops
along the
Thai-Kampuchean
border
to constantly
threaten
and launch
armed provocations
against
Thailand.
Of late,
they have tried
by various
means
to legalize
their
aggression
in Kampuchea and extricate
themselves
from their
predicament.
However,
this
latest
act of theirs
has given
the lie to their
assurances
about not invading
Thailand
and helped
people
to see more clearly
their
wild ambition
of dominating
IndaChina in pursuit
of regional
hegemonism.
"The Thai Government
has solemnly
declared
its
determination
to defend
Thailand's
sovereignty
and territorial
integrity.
The
Chinese
Government
and people
firmly
support
this
just
stand
of the
Thai Government
and will
resolutely
support
the Government
and people
of Thailand
in their
struggle
against
aggression.
The Chinese
Government
forcefully
calls
on the Vietnamese
authorities
to stop
their
aggression
in Thailand
at once and to withdraw
all their
aggressor
troops
from Kampuchea.
We hereby
call
the attention
of
the Vietnamese
authorities
to the grave danger
involved
if they
persist
in military
adventures
in disregard
of the just
demands of
the international
community."
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Note From the Ministry
The People's

of Foreign

Republic

the Vietnamese

Affairs

of

of China to

Embassy in China

March 17, 1980
Embassy of the Viet Nam Socialist

Republic

in China:

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs
of the People's
Republic
of China presents
its compliments to the Embassy of the Vi,et
Nam Socialist
Republic in China and hereby makes a representation
about the recent armed provocations
made by the Vietnamese
side at the Sino-Vietnamese
border.
While intensifying
their aggressive
war against Kampuchea
and threatening
peace and security
in Southeast Asia, the
Vietnamese authorities
have recently
reqoudled their activities
hostile
to China and Chinese nationals
and aggravated
the
tension along the Sino-Vietnamese
border.
Vietnamese-devised
incidents
of armed provocation
along China's Guangxi and
Yunnan borders amounted to over 360 in the first
two months of
this year alone, and their provocations
have become more·
frequent
since the beginning of March.
On March 3, 1980,
Vietnamese armed personnel
infiltrated
into Fangcheng county
in China's Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region and ambushed Huang
Yongcheng, a member of the Beitou production
team of the
county's
Dongxing People's
Commune. They abducted Huang after
injuring
him and his wife, Chen Peiyu, who had come to the
spot upon hearing of the incident.
On March 9, Vietnamese
armed personnel wounded many Chinese when they opened fire into
Tongzhong area in Fangcheng County.
What is more, from 10 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. on March 7, Vietnamese armed personnel
went so
far as to open fire on ro.any occasions
at Chinese cars passing
along a highway in Xiaohekou area of Hekou County, Yunnan
Province,
damaging five of the cars, killing
one driver and
wounding two persons.
On March 11, Vietnamese armed
personnel
fired at Chinese border inhabitants
in Laoka area
of the same county, killing
three of them on the spot.

, .. •cc-,"',

The above-mentioned
actions of the Vietnamese side
prove beyond doubt that it is precisely
the Vietnamese
authorities
who are trying constantly
to escalate
tension along
the Sino-Vietnamese
border in a deliberate
attempt to sabotage
the relations
between the two countries.
The Ministry of
Foreign Affairs
of the People Is Republic of China hereby
- lodges a strong protest
with the Vietnamese side, demanding that
the Vietnamese side immediately stop all its provocations
against
China and release
the Chinese personnel
it has abducted.
Otherwise
it will be held responsible
for all the consequences
arising
therefrom.
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
of
the People's
Republic of China
Beijing
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Letter
dated 5 July 1979 from the Charge d'Affaires
a.i. of the
Permanent Mission of China to the United Nations addressed
to
the Secretary-General
I have the honour to transmit
to you herewith
the text of a speech made by
Han Nianlong,
Head of the Chinese Government delegation
and Vice-Minister
for
Foreign Affairs
at the seventh plenary meeting of the Sino-Vietnamese
negotiations
on 5 July 1979.
I request
that this speech be circulated
as an official
document
of the General Assembly, under item 11 of the preliminary
list,
and of the Security
CounciL
(Signed)
LAI Yali
Acting Permanent Representative
of the People's
Republic of China
to the United Nations
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ANNEX
Speech made by Han Nianlong,
Head of the Chinese Government
delegation
and Vice-Minister
for Foreign Affairs,
at the
seventh plenary meeting of the Sino-Vietnamese
negotiations
on 5 July 1979
After carefully
studying
Mr. Dinh Nho Liem's speech at the sixth plenary
meeting (A/34/351-S/13434,
annex), the Chinese delegation
cannot but point out with
regret
that in the speech the Vietnamese side distorted
the picture
of the first
round of negotiations
and attempted
to shift the blame for the lack of progress
onto China.
Moreover, the Vietnamese
side continued
to repeat
its slanderous
charges against
China and berate
and oppose the Chinese side's
eight-point
proposal
(A/34/213-S/13278,
annex).
It groundlessly
accused the Chinese side of creating
tension
along the border and even tried
to blame China for Viet Nam's forcible
exporting
of refusees.
In a further
attempt to evade discussion
on the basic
reason and substantive
issues
leading to the deterioration
of Sino-Vietnamese
relations,
the Vietnamese
side resorted
to a new trick
for leading
the
negotiations
astray,
namely, the proposal
that the two sides agree to refrain
from
armed provocation.
Uhen you act in this manner at the start
of the second round of
negotiations,
how are people to confirm the "sincerity"
which you profess?
The Vietnamese side has produced a so-called
"draft
agreement",
claiming
that
tension
along the border 17 would be relaxed
if the two sides could agree on this
proposal.
However, it is not hard to see from a cursory review of the
deterioration
of Sino-Vietnamese
relations
and of things
as they stand today that
the Vietnamese proposal
is simply a trick
to deceive public opinion in Viet Nam and
the world at large.
The Chinese side cannot,
of course,
agree to the proposal.
11

It is universally
known that the Chinese Government has always pursued a
friendly
and good-neighbourly
policy towards Viet Nam. For a long time, people on
both sides of the border lived in harmony and tranquillity.
And the Sino-Vietnamese
boundary had been a boundary of peace and friendship.
But in recent years,
the
Vietnamese authorities
changed their
China policy because they sought, with the
connivance
and backing of a super-Power,
to set up an Inda-Chinese
Federation
in
pursuance
of their
dream to dominate South-East
Asia.
They contravened
the
principle
of maintaining
the status
quo along the border affirmed
in the letters
exchanged between the Central
Committees of our two parties
and violated
the
relevant
agreements
reached between the local authorities
of our two countries
to
maintain
tranquillity
alone; the border.
They whipped up an anti-China,
anti-Chinese
campaign and drove Vietnamese refugees
en masse into China.
They
steadily
escalated
their
armed provocations
against
and incursions
into Chinese
territory,
and ultimately
provoked the serious
border conflict.
A host of
irrefutable
facts prove that the tension
along the Sino-Vietnamese
border was
created
entirely
and deliberately
by the Vietnamese
authorities,
and that it will
of course disappear
once the Vietnamese authorities
give up their
policies
of
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aggression
and expansion,
of anti-China
hostility,
refrain
from armed incursions
and provocations
against
Chinese territory
and stop driving
refugees
into Chinao
But as of today, the Vietnamese authorities
are still
fomenting anti-China
hostility
and stepping
up their
arms expansion
and war preparationso
They have
massed troops along the Sino-Vietnamese
border,
sent armed fersonnel
into Chinese
territory
on missions
of harassment
and sabotage,
kept strafinE
and bombarding
Chinese territory,
and killing
Chinese army men and civilians.
The purpose of
11
the draft agreement"
produced by the Vietnamese
side in these circumstances
is
obviously
neither
to relax and eliminate
tension
nor to create
a favourable
atmosphere
for the nee;ctiations.
It is only a demagogic trick which the
Vietnamese authorities
imagine can serve as a camouflage
for their
preparations
for war against
China, tightening
of their
control
on Laos and strengtheninR,
of
their
war of aggression
in Kampuchea, as well as a camouflage
for their
ambitious
designs on Thailand and other South-East
Asian countries.
They also imagine that
it will help them escape the strong condemnation
by all countries
who denounce
them for exporting
refugeeso
All this will prove futile.
At present,
the question
of Inda-Chinese
refugees
has become an international
issue attracting
world-wide
attention.
Exportlng
refugees
is an important
step
taken by the Vietnamese authorities
in their
pursuance
of the policy of regional
hegemonism and a grave issue undermining
peace and stability
along the border and
bringing
about the deterioration
of Sino-Vietnamese
relationso
For quite some time, the Vietnamese authorities
have used extremely
barbarous
and contemptible
means to make nearly a million
refugees
flee from Viet Nam into
South-East
Asia, Asia and other parts of the world, throwing heavy economic burdens
onto many countries,
especially
their
neighbourinr,
countries,
and facing them with
grave social
problems.
The Vietnamese authorities
have forced these innocent
people to leave their
homes and lead a precarious
existence.
Tens of thousands
of
people have been made to drift
at sea, and many were drownedo
This has resulted
in a tragedy unprecedented
in the history
of mankind.
The Vietnamese
crime of
creating
and exporting
refugees
in a planned,
organized
and systematic
way has
aroused world-wide
indignation.
However, the Vietnamese authorities
have not
shown any restraint.
On the contrary,
they are further
expelling
refugees
en mass~ from Laos and Kampuchea., which are under their military
control
or
occupation.
Moreover, they plan to further
create
and export Vietnamese
refugees
on a massive scale.
Such inhuman fascist
atrocities
committed by the Vietnamese
authorities
in violation
of the United Nations Charter
are as notorious
in their
cruelty
as the appalling
Hitlerite
persecution
of the Jews in the 1930s and will
not be tolerated
by today's
civilized
mankind.
The Indo-Chinese
refugee problem is a product of the reactionary
domestic and
foreign policies
of the Vietnamese authorities.
After the conclusion
of their
war
of resistance
against
United States
aggression,
the Vietnamese
authorities
catered
to the social-imperialists'
policy of driving
southward and frenziedly
adopted an
external
policy of aggression,
expansion and regional
hegemonism and a domestic
policy of great Vietnamese national
chauvinism
and brutal
oppression
of the
peopleo
These policies
have aroused the people's
dissatisfaction,
ruined the
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economy, and rendered the people destitute.
To suppress popular resentment
and
shift the burden of their
economic difficulties
onto others,
the Vietnamese
authorities
have been incitinc;
ethnic animosity.
They not only persecute
Chinese
nationals
who have lived in Viet Nam for many generations,
but also pPrsecute
Vietnamese citizens
of Chinese descent,
other ethnic minorities
and those
Vietnamese who disapprove
of their
reactionary
policies.
They deprive these people
of their means of livelihood
by various
despicable
methods and forcibly
expel them
from the country.
They have even introduced
this barbaric
policy into Laos and
Kampuchea.
This is the origin of Inda-Chinese
refugees.
The Vietnamese authorities
also take the opportunity
to plunder the properties
of the refugees
and make a big
fortune
by extorting
fabulous
sums of gold and forei~n exchange.
They have
degenerated
into the most avaricious
traffickers
in human misery.
Another, more
sinister,
purpose of the lar~e-scale
export of refu 0 ees by the Vietnamese
authorities
is to create turmoil
and disrupt
public order in neighbourin/2" countries
to serve their
policy of dominating
South-East
Asia.
China has borne the brunt and suffered
greatly
from the Vietnamese
authorities'
massive export of refugees.
In the last year and more, over
230 000 people have been driven from Viet Nam into China, including
Chinese
nationals,
Vietnamese of Chinese descent and other Vietnamese nationals.
And more
groups are being driven to this country by sea. or by land.
The Vietnamese
authorities
are wantonly persecuting
the local ethnic minorities
such as the Miaos,
Shas, Yaos, and Nongs in the countries
and villages
of Hatien,
Hoan,o; Lien Son and
Laichau Provinces
bordering
on China, forcing them to barge into China's frontier
re8ions
in large groups.
They are planning to further
drive hundreds of thousands
of border inhabitants
into China.
This criminal
practice
of the Vietnamese
authorities
is bound to aggravate
tension
along the Sino-Vietnamese
border and
cause a further
deterioration
of relations
between the two countries.
In these
circumstances,
Vietnamese rhetoric
about their
desire to normalize
relations
with
China and live in amity with neighbouring
countries
has no credibility.
0

During the negotiations
the Vietnamese side has gone so far a.s to blame China
for its own export of refugees,
alleging
that they fled the country at Chinese
incitement,
etc.
This is sheer nonsense and an impudent lie.
Fair-minded
world
opinion has identified
Hanoi as the root cause of the problem of Inda-Chinese
refugees.
The Vietnamese authorities
are the arch criminals
responsible
for this
problem.
This is an iron-clad
fact which no lie or sophistry
can alter.
The.Chinese
delegation
solemnly demand that the Vietnamese authorities
stop
forthwith
their persecution
of Chinese nationals,
Vietnamese citizens
of Chinese
descent and ethnic minorities
and their
barbaric
practice
of driving
them into
China.
We demand that they immediately
change their
criminal
policy of creating
and exporting
refugees
and accept back into the country those still
floating
on the
sea and those who have not been resettled
and ensure them their
elementary
rir,ht to
life.
It is incumbent on the Vietnamese side to give an unequivocal
answer to this
just demand of ours.
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The Vietnamese side has time and
negotiations.
We thin:k. that nsincerity
hope the Vietnamese side will seriously
side today e.nd give us a constructive
eight~point
proposal and proceed to a
relations
by first
agreeine; to discuss
relations,
namely, the five principles
principle,
and thus do something really
negotiations,
We hope the Vietnamese

11
again professed
sincerityn
for the
11
must be proved by deed and not word. We
study the statement made by the Chinese
response.
It should seriously
study China's
fundamental
settlement
of the issues in our
the basic principles
for handling these
of peaceful
coexistenc~
and the anti-hegemony
useful to enable progress
in the
side will earnestly
consider our opinions.
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~etter
dat~~_g_o__ Jur~_e_:)J_79_frmYJ. the Charge c1 Af_f_?,ir_e_s
_ _£'..__:_~·
of the . --------Perm.anent Mission
of
Cnina
to
the
United
..
:ations
--------- - -··------------- ---- addressed
to the Secretary•--Ge~E:~al

Upon instructions
of the Chinese
Governc,1ent,
I have the honour to transmit
to you hereui th the text
of a statement
elated 16 June 1979 issued
by ti1e spo~:esman
of the dinistry
of Foreign
Affairs
of the People~ s Republic
of China on the need
to stop the Vietnamese
authorities
from creatine;
and exportii1_:; refuzees.
I vish to take this
opportunity
to inforrn Your Excellency
t 1F1t the Cl1inese
Goverm,1ent supports
the proposal
made by Hrs. Margaret
Thatcher_
P:ci,-:1e dinister
of the United Kingdom of Great Britain
and iiforthern
Ireland,
in her letter
of
31 May to Your t}ccellency
on convening
a special
conference
of States
derr1bers
of the United
l.fations
to discuss
the problein
of Inda• -Chinese refw~:ees,
The
Chinese
Government hopes that
this
conference,
to be held unc1_er the authority
of your high office,
will
conder.m and. apply sanctions
to the Vietnamese
authorities
for pursuinc;
their
policies
of war and e;:pansion O ethnic
discrimination
and
export
of refugees
in violation
of the Charter
of the United Nations
so as to
prevent
the ac;gravation
of the problem,
and then proceed
to search
for a complete
solution
to this
problem of Inda-Chinese
refugees.
I request
that
this
letter
official
document of the General
and of the Security
Council.

and the attached
Assembly,
under

statement
be circulated
as an
item 11 of the preliminary
list

(Signe~)
LAI Yali
Act inc; Permanent
:Se:Jresentati
ve of the
People;s
Republic
of China
to the United 1'.a.tions
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ANNEX

Statement
dated 16 June 1979 by the spokesman
of the l!inistry
1
for<=:__i-:;nAffairs
of the_ People
s Republic
of Chin1?,__on the need
~t~e
Vietnamese -~uthq_ri ties
from creating
and expo:r:.tt!lr::
refugees

of
to

Of late,
ti:1e Vietnamese
authorities
have redoubled
their
efforts
to e::cpel
refugees
from Viet i'Jam, Kampuchea and Laos.
Hundreds
of thousands
of people
have
been made destitute,
forced
to leave their
homes and drifted
into neic;hbouring
countries,
thus creating
a grave economic,
social
and political
problem
for
countries
in South~East
Asia and a nwriber of other
countries.
This has turned
into an international
disaster.
The plic;ht
of masses
of innocent
displaced
people
leading
a precarious
existence,
and the thousands
of aged and infirm,
women and chilclren
,rho died in the uilderness
or were drowned at sea are indeed
tra 0 ic.
These anti--popular
and anti-humane
atrocities
comr,1itted by the
Vietnamese
Government
and its policy
of bringinc:
disaster
upon its neighbours
have aroused
world-wide
indignation
and have been strone;ly
condemned by public
opinion
in other
countries.
In the final
anaJ.ysis,
the problem of Inda-Chinese
refugees
has arisen
solely
as a result
of the fact that
the Vietnamese
Government
is pursuing
a policy
of
agc;ression
and war.
After
the end of their
war of resistance
ac;ainst
United
States
aggression,
the Vietnamese
authorities
showed no resard
for the welfare
of their
people
and failed
to turn their
attention
to healing
the wounds of war
and embarking
on economic
reconstruction.
Instead,
they pursued
a policy
of
I
ri1ili tar ism to achieve
their
goal of setting
up an :;Indochinese
Federation
and
dominating
South-East
Asia.
To support
their
war of aggression
in Karnpuchea
and maintain
control
in Laos, they press-gan13ed
their
younc; people
into servinc;
as cannon fodder
and bled the people
white.
This has ruined
the economy and
made the people
destitute.
Consequently,
large
numbers of Vietnarnese
inhabitants
have had to flee the country.
Furthermore,
the Vietnamese
authorities
have been
deliberately
incitin
animosities
and e]cpelling
what they consider
to be
0 ethnic
alien
elements.
They have brutally
persecuted
Vietnamese
citizens
of Chinese
descent,
Cllinese nationals
and other
ethnic
minorities
Hho have lived
in Viet :;:;ar,1
for many generations,
depri vin:::-; them of their
means of livelihood
and forcibly
expelling
them from the country.
doreover,
all those
who show dissatisfaction
at their
cruel
rule or are considered
by them as security
risks
have also been
expelled.
Everywhere
in Kampuchea,
Vietnamese
agc;ressor
troops
committed
arson,
murder,
pillage
and all sorts
of other
crimes,
driving
lar:;e
nw:-,bers of Karnpuchean
civilians
from their
own country
by tanks
or at bayonet
point
\!hat makes people
particularly
indignant
is the fac I:; that,
apart
from cunfiscatinc;
the real
estate
and other
properties
of these
invoJ_untary
refuc;ees,
the Vietnamese
authorities
even
practised
extortion
by stipulatinG
that
each refu~ee
hlust give as much as some
twenty
ounces of ,sold for permission
to leave
the country.
The;y have thus extorted
from the refugees
a fabulous
sum of c;old and forei,?;n exch,=mc;e.
They have beco1ae
o
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the bigc;est
and iilOst despicable
present-day
human traffickers.
Their policies
of agc;ression)
ethnic
discrimination
and human traffick.in
have
served
to shed
0
the cloak under which they have been masquerading
- the cloat
of peace 9 dewocracy,
good-neighbourliness
and socialism.
':Che Soviet
social-imperialists
support
and abet the Vietnamese
O who
authorities
in their
aggression
and expansion
in Inda-China,
are thus their
accomplice
in this
policy
of exporting
refugees.
China heads the list
of Asian countries
that have suffered
greatly
from this
massive
exportation
of refugees
by the Vietnaraese
authorities.
llore than
230 0 000 refugees
have already
been driven
into China from Viet ~:0.:c.1over the last
year and more groups of refugees
are still
crossin13 over into China.
'l'he Chinese
Government has given succour
to all refugees
who have entered
China irrespective
of ethnic
origin
or nationality
and has resettled
some 200,000
of them.
The
relief
and resettlement
of these
refu::;ees
has been a big dra.in on the Chinese
Government vs financial
and material
resources.
Deeply sympathetic
to the tran;ic
plight
of Inda-Chinese
refuc;ees,
the Chinese
Government
and people have done
their
best to give them aid and succour
in a humanitarian
spirit.
The problem of Indo-•Chinese
refuc;ees,
created
by the Vietnamese
authorities
0
has becorne a serious
international
problem.
But) turning
a deaf ear to fair-1:linded
international
opinion,
the Vietnruuese
authorities
have continued
unscrupulously
to turn people into refugees
and expel theri1 en jiJaS~~
takinc; advantace
of the
humanitarian
c§OOdwill of their
neighbouring
countries
and peoples.
At an
international
meet inc; on the Vietnamese
refugee
problem held recently
in Djakarta,
the representative
of the Vietnamese
Government unabashedly
anaounced
that they
intend
to export
refuc;ees
at a rate of 10;000 a month.
In the interest
of
protecting
the rit:;ht to life
of all peoples
in Viet ifam, i:<::aupuchea and Laos,
irrespective
of ethnic
origin,
and in the interest
of easin._; the tremendous
difficulties
brought
upon the people
of all countries
particularly
of South-East
O
Asian countries,
by the flood of Inda-Chinese
refugees,
the Chinese
Governnent
deems it necessary
for international
organizations
and all justice-upholding
countries
to take action
to urge the Vietnamese
authorities
to desist
immediately
from their
barbaric
policy
of creatine;
and exporting
refugees.
The Chinese
Government
calls
on the United Nations
and all Governments
and peoples
to voice
stronc; condemnation
and take firm measures
to stop the Vietna;::iese
authorities
from pursuin;,.; their
policies
of aggression
and ethnic
discrimination
in violation
of the Charter
of the United i:.Jations mid humanitarian
principles
and in denial
of man's basic
right
to life
and to sternly
deplore
their
crii 1inal action
of.
creatin:;
and exporting
refugees
and resolutely
der.iand an immediate
end to it.
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s2eecri by head o·f the chinese
governm!,nt_
delegatron
at Hie secCTia µLe a1 y=-meet1ng
,.,.._of the sino-v ie tnamese negotiati~your excellency
phan t1ien,t1ead of tt1e. govern~ent
delegation
of the socialist
republic
of v1at

W

f.::::;-;;

nam,

colleagues
on the vietnarnesl
government aeLegation:
we are holding today the second r·eeting of the
negotiations
between the chinese
and ~ietnamese
governments
the chinese
acvernrnent delegation
has Long made
it clear that we ;:;;incerely hope,through
tne current
negotiations,to
~eek practical
mea~ures to sett~e
the
disputes
and restore
normal relations
between tt1e t'(IIO
countries
so as to meet the ardent wi!::it1es of tt1e ch1nese
and vietnamese
peoples and the people of all countries
in this regard •
. it is extremely
regrettable
that when the negotiations got underway,the
Vietnamese side proceeded,at
t h e v er y fir::; t p l en a r y me et i n g , u n s c r u p u Lo u Ly t. o -c onfound right and wrong~distort
the f~cts and fabricate
Lies in a slanderous
attack
again::;t tt-ie chinese -::.ide and
the chinese
Leadership
and to blame china for i~pai~ing
the friendly
relations
between the two countrie~
a~d
for the armed conflict
along the border. t-t1e ques.tio'n
of who i s r es p on s i b l e f or imp a i r i n g HI E:: f r i end Ly r eLati on s between china and viet nam and for p~ovoking;i~~
-~ _
armed conflict
along the border is an issue of maio·r F~fncTpLe.
didnt phan hien, head of your clcLegation,say
in t1is
·
speech tr1a t s=o'cthe-re is reason why one e again we want
here to make clE::ar who is the aggressor
in this war5'crc?
in this speech,therefore,i
want to deal especially
with this subject
atid mak·e clear
who has upheld and
who impaired tl1e reLatlons
between ct1ina and
viet
narn__._,andwho was the crovocator
and who fought
def enc e.
r-
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the s1no-vietnamese
boundary was or1g1nalLy a
boundary of peace and friendshiP~in
their common struggle
1mperl~Lism,the
chinese and viet~amese peoples
sltp~o=r'fed,.each
·o-ther and fought shou.Lder to shoulder-,
making use of the favourabte
geographical
propinQuity of
their countries
wh1ch. were Linked by common mou·ntain s
3nd rivers. for decades, both during the wars waged by
'.

viet nam for national
salvation
aqainst french occupation
and u. s .. aggression
and in the postwar. oeriod of peace·,
china never failed to fuLfiL its internationalist
ob. ligations.thousands
of chinese died as martyrs and
shed their blood on vietnamese soil.the
sweat and toil

c·::":~
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Jf ·chines~ experts
went into the building of hurtdreds
0f factories
and other aid project~ from china.viet
nam is the biggest
reci.,P...ient of chinese aid.having

t,t

i--f

received

,

~tl:r~yuan
-v~rr-/.J(?M,4 ~-

0"'
,-.:t-I~

/

from china aid vaCued at scores of b1LL1ons of
·made itself
a,vaiLabLe
as a reLiabLe

rmb .• china
.

.

~tU rear area in supporting

.

r

.

the vietnamese wars of resistance
f~~~vA-lif•
and nationaL construction,
and the Chinese border inhabitants~in
particuLar,made
a special
contribution.
it was over the chinese borders that large auantit1es
of arms and ammunition~compLete
sets of equipment,
~(h

machinery,vehicLes,fueL.food
grains,cLothing,bLankets
and other· supplies
were transported
in a steady stream
to. viet nam.,by rail and road,
through ports and air-fieLds, via· pipelines
and narrow mountain tra1Ls.chinese
border inhabitants
warmly receivSd and harboured their

r=:::
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viet-

namese brothers
and sisters
who crossed the border and
sought refuge from imperialist
bombings.when there was
a shortage of food grains in viet nam,they preferred
to
eat coarse grains themselves so as to have a good s~ppLy
of rice for the vietnamese .peopLe .. hospitaLs
in china·' s
yunnan province and guangxi autonomous ~egion,as
those
in other parts of china,gave
meticulous
treatment
and
care to vietnamese sick and wounded~in these t~o places,
the vietnamese
set ~P and Long maintsined
hospitals
and
schooLs as weLL as bases for supporting
the revolution
·•2.
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in south viet nam.after
radio hanoi was damaged by
u.s.bombing,a
radio station
in ch·ina.5-cs yunnan provir1c8
promptly undertook
to relay its programmes,so
that the
voicesof
viet nam continued
to be heard all over the
·world.the.border
inhabitants
of our two countries
are
the best witnesses
to our friendly
r&Lation .....
ship
of sharing
weal and woe.the chinese
people did their
to support and help the viEtname~e peo~Le resist
imperialist
aggression,
def end national
ir.dE.:pender;ce and reunite
the
two parts of the country. tr,e cilinese .Pt?0PLe have
never

Let the Vietnamese people down.
with the ~igning of the paris agreement i~ 1973t
the Vietnamese people subsequently
won victory
in their
war of resistance
against
u.s.aggression
and for national
salvation.the
Chinese people sincerely
rejoiced
in and
congratulated
the vietnamese
people on their
victory,
regarding
it as their
own.it never occurred
to the~
that the Vietnamese authoritiesj,pursuing
expansfo~ist
goals they cannot discLose,would
unscrupulously
and
heartLes~Ly
antagonize
their fqr~er friend
and turn their
guns on china.through
thair
actions
from 1974 onwards,
disputes
occurred
one after
another
and clashes
increasec
day by day on the once tranquil
and friendly
sino-vietnamese border.in
1974,there
were 100 or so border
incidents.in
1975, the number increased
to over
400,
and the vietnamese
authorities
flagrantly
invaded and
o cc u Pi ed s ome of c h in a.St:S nan s ha is l ands b y f or c e of a r rns •
in 1976,the
number of incidents
increased
to more than
9OO.in 1977,it
was more than 7OO.in order to uphold
.
the friendship
and unity of the two peoples and maintain
peace ~nd tranquillity
on the sino-vietnamase
border,.
t~e chinese
side counseLLed the vietnam8se
on many occasions_an~
proposed that the two governments
hold boundary
negot1at1ons
as soon as possible
to try and settle
the
boundary question
once and for aLL through friendly

' 3'

utmost

nogotiations.however,the
vietnamese side not only
procrastinated
and triex to sabotage the negotiations,
but redoubled its efforts
to create incidents
and kept
expanding the ·scaLe of border clashes.
earLy in 1977 when the vietryamese
aJthorities
started
a military
b~1Ldup aLong the sino-

·

Vietnamese border in preparation
for a war against chinat
they instituted
measures to set up a cordon sanitaire,
criving Large numbers of chinese nationals
and vietnamese
citizens
whc had Lived in the border areas.for
generations
:into chinese territory.
they Later intensified
their

::,:_;_;_:

£:•:::::

~nti-ch ine se act iv it ie s th roug houf v iet n am, regarded
chinesinatio·naLs
as enemies even when these ·had over
the years contributed
positively
to the revolutionary
cause in viet_nam,and
crueLLy persecuted
and expeLLed
them on mass.
_the chinese side made great efforts
to

-
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seek a reasonable
settt.ement
of the differences
between
the two countries
rin the question of Chinese residents
and sent a government delegation
to hanoi in august and
september Last year for negotiations
on this subject.
but negoti-ations
were not fruitful
owing to sabotage
and obstruction

by the vietna.mese side.subsequently,
instead of showing restraint
in its persecution
and
expulsion of Chinese nationals,
the vietnamese
side resorted
to even more sinister
means. around the time of our
delegation's
arrival
in hanoi for these negotiations,
the vietnamese autho~ities
expeLLed more than ten
thousand chinese nationals
and vietnamese citizens
across
border into china_'s guangxi and yunnan provinces.
incomplete statistics
show that the number of chinese
nationals
and vietnamese.....-citizens
driven b·y you into
·china has exceeded 2OO,OOO.the ~ietnamese authorities
must immediately
chinese nationals
territory.moreover~it
Vietnam y9u have
namese of chin~se

stop their continued expulsion Of
and vietnamete
citizens
to. chinese
w~s- reported
that in south·
driven.hundreds
of thousands of vietdescent and vietnamese citizens
across
• 4.

the

. the o,Pe~/

/4ea to southeast
asian countries
and q~ite a
number of other countries
and regions
in the worLd,causi~~
great difficuLties
to those countries,the
vietnamese
authorities
have for some time been strongLy condemned
by worLd opinion and by the countries
concerned for
their !ro'cexportinQ5'crc refugees.yet
in its speech,the
vietnamese government deLegation
has absurdLy aLleged that
the massive expulsion
of chinese nationals
and vietnamese
citizens·
to china was the result
of chinese
incitement.
this attempt to evad_e its cuLpabiLity
is entirely
futile.
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peo~Le are bound to ask whether the expuLsion of hundreds
of thousands
of vietnamese
refuqees
to southeast
asian
and other countries
who aLso the result
of incitement
by those countries?
that the vietnamese
authorities
should resort
to such gross misrepresentation
of facts
is

indeed shocking-.
concurrently
with their
Large-scale
anti-Chinese
activities,th~
vietnamese
authorities
started
to mobilize
the party,government
and army for war and stepped up
their military
buiLd~p along the sino-vietnamese
border.
6

in their directives
to all Lower-Level orga_ns,they
openly
refercedto
hichina as ~the
most immediate and dangerous
enemys=crcand s=c:Rtheir opponent in the next war%r.ar!d issued
the slogan.,s=c:Rdo everything
for the sake of defeating
china.%'c
they massed more than 2OO,ooo·troops
in northern
viet nam and stationed
many regular
troops along the sinovietnamese
border.in
its !ro'cOUtline for education
on the
new situation
and tasks!ro'cissued
on july 8,1978,the
g·eneraL political
department
of trie vietnamese
peoplesecs
army explicitly
stipulated
that ~an offensive
strateQV:r.£:
would be adopted against
china,and
that5at:a counterattack and resoLute_offensive
be carried
out both within
and beyond the frontier~;
the vietnamese
authorities
built a great many fortificatio~s
and other military
facilities
in the bo~der areas and stored Large quantities
of war materiel
while clamouring
for turning
the border

'5'
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areas into~~positj_onsi'anci
'fortresses"of
war against
china~the
erstwhoLe peaceful
and friendly
sino-vietnamese
border was turned by tl1e vietnamese
authori tie-s into a
spring boa.rd tor invading c~1ina·. the erstwhile
staging
posts for recetvj_ng chinese
aid suopLies were turned into

strongholds
for aggression
against
china. the rice
whict"i the chinese peopLe 5 tl1rough frugaLity 1 saved up and
sent as aid to the vietnamese
people became provisions
for the -Vietnamese
armed forces
in anti-china
operations.
the arms and ammunition china had given viet nam for

fighting
its anti-imperialist
wars were laid up for
massacring
chinese armymen and civiLiansuit
was from
these ·posts that, t~1e vietnamese
armed· forces constantly
intruded
into chinese
territory,bombarded
and harassed
china's
border areas and created
more and more armed
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provocations
and bloody incidentsDin
1978 the number
of - border incidents
provoked by viet nam rose sharply
tc more than 1,100. in the period from january 1-to
february
16,1979 alone the number reached 129.from
·1974 to the above-mentioned
date, the· vietnamese
a.utho r i t i e s c re a t e d a to ta L c f · 3 , '53 '5 b o rd e r in c i den t s ...
vietnamese
armed personnel
frequently
invaded and harassed
our border viLLageststrafed
and bombarded chinese towns,
schooLs,hospitals,dweLLings,railway
stations
and trains
and killed
chinese
border inhabitants
and frontier
personnel
who had heLped viet nam with bLood and sweat in its antiimperialist
struggle.in
·the short space of six months
prior to februarV 16 this year,they
invaded the chinese
border at 162 places
and killed
and wounded ever 300
chinese personneLithe
scourge did not pardon even such

;;.•:::.-:

areas as a1ngmeng of napo county in guangxi,which
had
cLcse ties witf1 the vietnarriese revolution
and wl1ose
peopLe more th3n 30 years ago prot9cted
pr'esident
ho chi minh
at the risk of t~eir
lives and supported
his revolutionary
activities
duri~g his stjy there.in
viet nam's war of

r·esistance

against
uos.aggression,pingmenq
was one of
channeLs through which Large quantities
of
chinese aid were funnelled
into viet.nam
in support of
its war effort.however,in
the period
since 1978 alone,
the

major

the vietnamese

authorities

have carried

·::::.·:.

out more than

100 armed provocations
in the pingmeng area,occupied
chinese territory
and brutaLLy shot Local inhabitants.
people with any conscience
at aLL would find it difficult
to understand
why you should so outrageously
trample
upon the profound friendship
between the vietnamese
revoLutionaries
and the people of pingmeng~a friendship
cultivated
personaLLy by president
ho chi minh,don't
you in the Least feeL conscience-striken
when you are·
returning
eviL for good and betraying
sino-vietnamese
f rien dsh ip? in wi L fu L v io La tion of the sino-v iet-JZ.C1.•1!4LJ~
boundary accords and the prlncipLes
affirmed
in the Letters
exchanged between the chinese
and vietnamese
parties
in 19'57-'i9~8)
the vietnarnese
authorities
upset
the st2tus
quo on tr,e !:lorder•,intruding
intc and nibbling
sway chin~se tGrritory.-U1ey
bu:i.Lt
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fortifications?Laid
rnjnes,erectad
barbsd-wire
intangLements and planted
shar·penec! ba~nbuc spikes
on chinese soil.
bv these
incursions
3.nd provocations~
thG vietnames:;
a~thorities
made it imcossioLe for chinese border inhabitents
to carry on no~maL production
and Lifei and caused

,7c
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serious Losses
t© their Lives and prapei'•ty, threatened
and impaired border security
and arossLy infringed
.:rn
china's
terri toriaL in-tegri ty and- scf6reignty •
it is no isolated
accident
that the viotnamese
authorities
have pr~voked incidents
1nd aggravated
t~nsion on the sino-vtetname~e
border. these actions are a
component part o~ their aLL-out anti-chi~a
~rive. for
a Long time after the founding oft~➔ ~ecpLe's republic of·
china and the independence of v1et nam, our two countries

........

were close and friendly
neighbours.
sinc-viatnEmesG
friendship
was fost6red personaLLy by the Lato chairman
mao zedong and president
ho chi minh. the ''ccnrades
and
b~others'j
relationship
was acclaimed international.Ly.
but after the end of viet nam's war of resistance
agitnst
u ■ -s.

aggression,
the vietnamese
authoriti.es
more 2nd n<)rfevidentLy changed their policy towards china and inste~t
pursued) step by st::;_;, a systematic
policy of Gppositi:>n
and hostility
to china with a set purpose. they procoeciGd
from using the past to disparage
the present to an aLL-

out campaign to vilify
china,
from innuendo to brazenly
referring
to china as ''the
most immediate and dangerous
enemy'' , from expuLsion of border
inhabitants
to an an~ichinese drive throughout
the country.
from recognition
of china's
sovereignty
over the xisha ~nd nansha islands,
they switche~ to occupying $Orne islands
in china's nsnsh~
group and even Laying territorial
claim to china 1 s
xisha and nansha islands
and claiming as their own
two thirds of the sea area in the be~bv\.gULf. from
territorial
disputes
over smaLL areas
they advanced

to

armed incursions
into chinese territJry
and pro~oking
armed clashes in the border areas. in short, thei~ ca~. 8.
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o f o PPo s 1 ti on an d ho s t 1 L i t y to ch in a k e p .t e s c a L a tf n g and get from ba.d to worse .. their bullying
became
sirnpLy intoLer·abLe.
in spite of aLL- this,
the chinese side Long exer-

P a 1g n

and forbearance
in the face of the vietof worsening
sino-vietnamese
!"'elations
and· showed the atmost sincerity
in safeguarding
the
friendly
relations
between china and viet nam and the

cised restraint
namese practice

traditional
friendship-between
the two peoples.
through
repeated advice,
admonition
and· warnings,.
we expressed
the
hope that the vietnamese
side would· set store by sinovietnamese friendship
and stop its armed provocations
before it was too Late c meanwhite,our
frontier
troops
and miLit1amen,acting
on the orders of the Chinese government, refrained
from hitting
back at the vietnamese
side
so as to avoid armed ct.ashes
even when the vietnamese
side
fired their guns and taused heavy casualties
to the chinese

side.

we have aLways held that to maintain and consoLidate
friendship
forged between the two peopLes over Long
years of revolutionary
struggle
accords with the fundamental
interests
of aur two countries
and·the common desire of
our two peo~Les. though there are serjous differences
of
the

principle
between our two sides on
this should no.t affect
the friendlV
ing between our two countries;
the
tried to -impose its views and Line
our lea~ers
told vietnamese
Lea~ers

r::::::.

a number of issues,
reLetions
existchinese side never
on the vietnamese side
on several
occasions
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hat there was no intention
on the chinese Sid~ of asking
anyone to concur with ouri views,and
that there was no
need to feeL concern over the fa.ct that tl1e two sides
differed
on some issues,
it was natural
that you say
things your way.an·d we say things our way,each side
sticking
to its own viewpoint,.
sino-vietnamese
friendshio
could have been maintaine~
and continued
to deVeLop if
both sides had the genuine desire of upholding our friendship and solidarity
and acted accordingly.
it was.with
this desire
that the chinese Leaders on many occasions
in
recent years taLked sincerely
and frankly
with vietnamese
Leaders and put forward many fair and reasonable
proposals
for improving· sino-vietnamese
relations
and resolving
disputes.
our Late premier zhou enlai exchanged views
~ore than once with vietnamese
Leaders.
in ·september

t:::::::_

1975 vice-premier

deng xiaoping
talked on this matter with
of the central
committee
of the
Vietnam
workers'
party.
in june 1977, during his meeting
with premier pham van dong, vice-premier
Li xiannian
talke9 fr 9nkLy on a n,~nber of impor·tant probLems in our
Le duan,first·secretary

relations.
had a taLk
the earnest
make joint
china and

again~ in november. 1977,chairman
hua guofeng
with generaL secretary
Le duan and expressed
hope -that the two sid2s cl·;ange views and
efforts
to prevent prooLsms existing
between
viet nam from contirEi5.-ng t,) irnp2i,'' our friend-

ship. but
at aLL to
proposals
ways. the
that viet

regrettijbLy 1 the vietnames0
side
the expressions
of sincere
desire
of the chinese side ·and persisted
vietnamese
Leaders avowed to the
nam ''will
do nothing to her~ the

-..:::::.

~sjd no heed
and positive
in its oLd
chinese Leaders
friendship
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between our two parties
and two countries
or injure
china s=c=candassert.ed
that s=c=cthere is not much difference
betwe~n viet nam and·. china on importantpissues.s=cri:
but
actuaLLy the vietnamese
authorities
kept intensifying
their
opposition
and hostility
to china,
creating
disputes,
widening the differences
and agravating
tension.
in these
circumstances,
the chinese side repeatedLy
made soLemn
representations
over vietnamese
provocations
and warned
that.
they shouLd stop before it was too Late,for
otherwise they wouLd have to bear the responsibiLity
for aLL the
consequences.
however, the vietnamese
sidmistook· =, chinas=cs
forbearance
for a sign of weakness.
turning
a dewf ear to
china.5'cs weLL-meaning admonitions
and warnings,
it became
more unscrupuLous
and continued
to escaLate
its armed
provocations
and incursions.
it was onLy when things became
absolutely
intoLerabLe
j;J:1at Chinese frc11tier
troops
exercised
eir ri ht to seCt-:dE?fence and rnade---tl"ie' necessary
"" unter-attack
auains
e vie namese aggressors~
, ow
couLd 1t be7lelp-edl1whentne
v1etnamese authorTI"'!'espompeLLed
us to do what we did not wishto. it must
be noted that
the resp
the responsibility
for the all-round
aggravation
of sinovietnamese
reLations
in recent years and its rapid deveLopment into open armed confLict
Lies
entireLy
with the
Vietnamese side.
: china has aLways stood for the peacefuL settLement
'

of disputes
between our two countries.
and it was the
Chinese government that repeatedly
proposed this round of
negotiations
and made efforts
to bring it about. china.5'cs
positive
efforts
to ensure peace and stabiLity
along the
sino-vietnamese
border and restore
normaL relations
between
the two countries
have won the sympathy and support of aLL
peace-Loving
and justice-upholding
countries
and people
of ·the world •. china is open and above-board
in word as
weLL as in deed • chin~s
counter-attack
in self-defence

, 11 ,,

was a just action,
and it was a heavy blow to the .hegemo~ist
policies
of aggression
and expansion
acd helped to pro~ot~
sicurity
and stability
in the asia-pacific
reQion.
the v_ietnamese authorities
are stiLL obstinat~Ly
pursuing
a policy of anti-china
hostility
and deliberat6ly
keeping

up tension
along the sino-vietnamese
border.
rigl1t and wrong and calling
black wi1ite,they
alanderously
Label china5-cs just action of counter-attacking
in seLf-de·f ence an act ofs=i::Staggression S'oi: and :25texpansion5'm:
and aimed at %'cannexing viet nam,!i"6t:etc. these charges arE

confounding

a LL unfounded.
even after
all ct1inese frontier
troops
had completed
their withdra~al
tc chinese
territory
by
march 16, the vietnames
10rities
~till
fabricated
the
. Lie that ch .
roo· s remained ·. a number 01 p aces
'~ese
terr·
y.abu
n~ Lie is seLf-contraaictory
and u
of Loophole~:-the
vietnameszpwqthorites
used
this Lie to ~et a precmndition
for the holding of sinovietnamese
negotiations,
hopi~g in thi~ way to delay tne
st a r t of H1es e neg o t i a t i on s • . i t v~as on Ly a f t -~r t n i s Li e
had been exposed and was condevcex by world opinion that
they were compelled
to give up this unreasonable
precondition.
but you have turned again to this Lie at the
beginning
of this round of negotiations
to obstruct
the
negotiations.
your tactics
are buund to make people
doubt the sincerity
of the vietnamese
side in rebpect of
the negotiation~.
the vietnamese
authorities
have even
viciously
made slanderous
charges against
the chinese
frontier
troops and resorted
to sensationalism
in cone o c t in g t he s o - c a LLe d ~ c r i me sn:n c omrni t t e d b y c t1i n es e
soldiers
at this negotiating
table.
these fabrications
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~iLL not de~eivehthe
people of the world, but will only
serve to point up the astonishingly
base tricks
played
by the

vietnamese
side.
china has always abided by the five principles
of Peaceful
coexistence
and opposed the hegemonist
and
imperialist
policies
of aggression
and expansion.
curr~ntly
engaged in a programme of socialist
moderni-

......•.
-c-••-••

zation
,china needs a peaceful
and tranquil
border and
a peaceful
international
environment.
china struck
back
at the vietcaveyzpaggressors
precisely
because it wanted
to ensurepeace
and tranquillity
on its border,
enabLe
the chinese
people to Live and work in peace and carry
on the programme to modernize the socialist
motherLand.
china does not want an inc·h of vietnamese
territory,
nor is it stationing
a singLe soldier
on Vietnamese

soil.
sion

china has Lived up to its word, so what ~aggresand Su'cexpansions:o=c is there to speak of? it is

n5-t:

I•_•.-::.:.•:.•:

i~

~~---···
········•
...

the interest
of both the chinese
and vietnamese
peopLes
to have a peacef UL and
tranquil
border.
cl1in~s
efforts
to restore
peace and tranquillity
along
the border is
its contribution
to the cause of uphoLding the traditional
friendship
between the two peoples.
it is the
vietnamese
authorities,and
not china,who
have committed
aggression
and expansion
and betrayed
sino-vietnamese
friendship.
can you deny the facts which are more
eloquent
than rhetoric?
such unrestrained
anti-china
hostility
on the
part of the vietnarnese
authorities
stems from a spasmodic
case of expansionist
-nationaLism,and
to realize
this
wild ambition
they have tried to capitalize
on the
victory
of the war against
u.s.aggression.
meanwhile,
serving
as the s:crrreLiabLe outpostT5c of soviet
socialimperialism
in southeast
asia,
they work in the interest
i •..•..•.

of its southward driv8,in
order to gain its support for
their
anti-china
action and expansion
in southe2st
asia.
at the Last meeting,
the vietnamese
side stated
that
:n:i'cViet nan, has not any reason or interest
to pr"'ovoke a
tense situation
with its neighbour,the
peopL9:rr:s republic
of china.5-m! actuaLLy,
it is quite cLear that in the aDO\G
Lie the ~reasor~and
the m=cinterest~.
thepuetnam8se
authoritieshpride
themselves
mn the Large quantities
of
captured
u.s.arms
and ammunition and on soviet-supplied
pLanes,tanks
and artiLLery
and claim to be the 5rrcthird-

ranking military
power in the world~
and :rr:nthe strongest
military
power in southeast
asia56-i::. orandishing
its
mi g ht , ,,j:,;_e;.,t:--:-:n:-a::=m~h;.;::a.:..;s~c:..:a:_r;.;...r.;;:i...;e~d~o~u~1~·
:;--:=:a.:!-g-i2-:-r...::e:..:s:.-:=s=-:i~o~n:,.:.-_:;a..:.:n~d~e~
x=::.;a=-n~s-=i-=o~n.:......
and
r:e harm to·1 ::- ne1gnoouring
countries.
the
vi et names e authori t1 es no or, y 1ar ouFLne ambition to
annex chinese territory,but
cannot ~ait to set up
.___theirJ:__ong-drea_mec Qf__:c--:£indocn1nese tederat1on~as
soon 2s
Hie war ended and the .. proceed to cominate the whole of
southeast
asia.
toward this ai~, they first
brought
Laos under their
complete control,
and then at the end of
1978 they

brazenly
democratic

iaunched tn~ massive armed aggression
aaainst
kam ucnea ano pu1 11 unaer their
~.if[t_y___oc..c..u_p_aj:j_.9~_.
n ~ Vernet . wi t h strong
~ n t e~ national
condemnation
for tnese acts of aggression
111
gross violation
of the principLes
guiding international
r e Lat i o 11s and t
fr in ing on the
f n t e gr ·
1
i· sa--CLy regaraed
hegemonists.
in

h e c hart er of t
ind~overE:ignty
•

•1

, ~-

as out-a~aggressors
the u.~A security
-<----·----
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t i~__'..S-and ina-rid tsrY'1.tortat- t-hey--a:r-e-c:n:1
v erand regional
council,
overwhelming

h__§___u..n~

t:::;::

1::::::

.ma·orit
su port was givbn first
tc the draft res~lution
s~onsored
by seven_non-:-alignc?
coun r1es calling
for-n,e
\uj hdraw~
e1 n troops
r rem k amp uc 11ea and Lat er to
o~zpone on the situation
in soutmeast
asia tabled
by the
five asean countrues,
when these were submitted
for tne
counciL~s con~ideration.
this fuLLy shows that the soviet
union and viet nam are very isolated
and unpopular
internationally
because of their
aggression
and expansion.
firmly adhering
to the just stand of opposing
imperialism
and hegemonism, china resolutely
supports
the people of all countries,
including
kampuchea and
Laos, in their
just struggles
to defend national
independence, sovereignty
and territorial
integrity
and, working
tooether
with all oeace-loving
countries
and people,
plays its part in safeguarding
peace, security
and stability
in southeast
asia and the asia-pacific
region.
that is why china is regarded
by the Vietnamese
authorities
as the primary obstacle
in the way of their
pursuance
of
a policy
of. regional
hegemonism and as their ~no.
L enemys'/52.
they ally tnemseLves with the soviet
union to oppose
china in an attempt
to remove this obstacle
so that they
may freely
carry out aggression
and expansion
in indochina and southeast
asia and sabotage
chinas=cs drive for
socialist
modernization.
this attempt
wiLL of course
prove futile.
countries
and people stcong_L.~
tr:-om kampuchea of vietn~-m·e&-e-, ( aggressor
roops who noi:: only s 1t-t:---h-a+t-g~t
: have tried
to step up their
offensive
against
the patriotic
kampuchean army and people before the end of the

n\

'

aLL peace-Loving

_demand the

withdrawal
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dry season. the vietnamese authorities
brazenly assail
the asean. countries
by name for their just stand of caLLing for vi~t namrcs withdrawal from ka,:npuchea, ·and even
LabeL ~aLL caLLs for the withdrawaL of foreign troops
from kampucheas-'ct:as S'ocdeceitfuL~
and ~cunninQ5'oc propositions
whose advocates are S'ocdeviLs, imperiaLists
and reactionariess=cs=c

t••····•··•·
::::.::~,:,:

and s=cs=copportunists%'c.they even bLame china as the source
of aLL such ~eviLSS'oc. what absurd Logic/. to curse
china for caLLing on viet nam to puLL its troops out of
kampuchea is the best proof that china stands on the same
position
aypalL ·the countries·and
peopLe who Love peace
and uphold justice.
whereas .the vietnameyzpwqthorities~
attempt to castigate
one and aLL is sure proof that they
pose themseLves as the antagonist
of the peopLe of the
world. your anti-china
position
is unpopuLar, and
your·expatisimnist
nationaLism
is already a target of
pubLic. censure.
after many Long years of war, the vietnamese peopLe
ought to have had a chance to rehabilitate
and eveLop.
they Longed to reunite with members of their family,
rebuild their homes, restore
and deveLop their production and improve their Living conditions.
but after the
end vof the war, thzpietnamese
authorities
contravened
this strong desire of the Vietnamese peopLe. reLying
on the support of soviet sociag-imperiaLism,
they pracLised

militarism

and expansionst

nationalism

and committed

aggression
against neighbouring
countries.
of course
they couLdnrct get popular support f o opis course of
action,and
so under these cmrcum8tances,
they did not
scruple to.undermine
sino-vietnamese
friendship,
perfidiously
pushed the pooicy of opposition
and hostiLity
to china, so as to divert the attention
of the Vietnamese people, put the country on wimiLitary footing
arn:l repress
popular discontent.
now they Look upon
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china not only as their s=crcno. l enemy~ but as a s=crctraditional
enemy~.
but no matter how hard they may try·to.incite·
hostile
anti-china
feelings,no
force on earth can
obLiterat~
the traditional
friendship
between the peoples
of china and viet nam. the two·peopLes
have been friends
for many generations,
and they wiLL definitely
continue
to be friends
from generation
to generation.
to sum up, the chinese government delegation
has
factually
reviewed the problems existing
in our relations
in recent years, and particularly
that of the armed border

·-r.:-::.
L~~~·

conflict,
giving the true story and expounding its views.
facts show condusively
that the grave deterioration
of
sino-vietnamese
regations
is wholly the making of the
vietnamese
authorities.,
it is the resuLt of their pursuance of expansionist
nationalism
and a hostile
antichina policy with soviet
instigation
and support.
it
has caused the chinese government and people great pain
and sorrow.
t h e c h i n es e g o v er nme·nt d e Le gat i on h as c ome t o
hanoi, bringing
with it the friendship
and sincere
!o.u••••

!.•......

hopes of the chinese people.
as always, we wiLL take a
positive
attitude
and work for the normalization
of our
reLations.
~t the same time, we feel it necessary
to
point out that the Vietnamese authorities
have. not only
made slanderous
charges againsthkhina
at the very begining of the negotiations,
but have continued
to mass
troops along the sino-vietnamese
border,bombard
chinese
border are~s and dispatch
armed personnel
and commandoes
to carry out military
provocation,
kilLing,wounding
and
~idn~pping Chinese border inhabitants,and
they have
1nst1tuted
a general mobilization
for war troughout
the
country.in
the Last few days,they
have
host of anti-china
propaganda through
put pressure
on the Chinese government
even make personal
attacks
against
its
direction
are the Vietnamese authorities
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churned out a
the mass media to
delegation
and
members.in what
trying to Lead

·
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· the negotiations?we
cannot but caLL their attention
jn
aLL seriousnes~
to these deve~opments. we hotd that
alL this can onLy jeopardize
pro~ress in these negotia~
tions.yet
both the Chinese an9 the vietnamese peoples
want their government delegation~
to try hard and ovef,

·'~····
,.........
~---··
..
,......
~---._.

to ....
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come difficulties
so that the negotiations
may yieLd
good resuLts.
therefore,we
hope that the vietnamese
side wiLl show good faith by deeds,remove all elements
that hinder the smooth proceedind of the negotiations
and create
a favourabLe
atmosphere~ the vietnamese

authorities
shouL~ set store bi the traditional
friendship and fundamental interest$
of the two peoples,
abandon their policy cif opposition
and hostility
to
china,and
discontinue
their armed incursions
into
china's
border arezs ancl crea-tlon of tension,
so as to
bring about conditions
for _,restoring normaL state reLations,

ensuring

peace

27d

·fr13nquiLLity

aLo:1g

the

4h•
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border

an d p av in g th e way to r t t7,3 s u cc e s s o f t h e n e g o t i at ion s •.
we hold that,if
these negotiations
are to be
productive
and settLesome
reaL questions,
our two sides
. should_ adopt a segious and earnest attitude
and seek
a

.

~--·····
I•·•··•···
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practicaL
and basic solutions
suit~d to the
actual. situation
in the present -relations
between china
and viet nam and directed
at the root cause of the deferioratior
of our relations.
.
with a view to upholding the traditional.
friendship between the chinese and vietnamese
the common interest
of china and viet
peopLes,as weLL as for the furtherance
st~biLity
in indochina,
southeast
asia
pacific
region,the
chinese government

peoples,
in
nam and of the two
of peace and
and the asiadelegation,

;~~

..~·-·•
•-••Oh••
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animated by the sincere desire to settle
auestions,outs
forward the foLlowing proposal of pincipLes
fo~ handling
the reLation~etween
china and viet nam.
1. the two sides shaLL restore
friendly
and
go0d-neighbo
r
reLations
between china and viet nam

r:_.
.._._.
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I• • • • • • •
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on the basis of the five principles
of mutual respect
for sovereignty
and territorial
intggrity,mutual
nonaggression,non-interfe~e~ce
i~ e9ch cthsr's
internal
affairs,equality
and mutJaL bsnaf~t· ani p~ac9fuL coexistence.they
shall ssak a r0aso~abLe solution
of the
disputes
countries

and issues
in the reLati~ns
bat~oen the two
through peaceful
negotiati~nsm
2. neither
side should seek hegemony in indochina,southeast
asia or any other part of the world,and
each is opposed to efforts
by any other- country
,:;r group

of countries
to establish
such hegemonyp
neither·side
shalL station
troops in othe~ countriest
and those already
stationed
abroad .must be· w.1 thgrawn to
?- their
own country.neLthe_r_~ioe
sha[L join any mi~itary
blocs directed
against
the other,provide
military
bases
------··

-- -- ----~---

------·

tQ other
countriss,cr·
use tr.e. territory
·and bases of
other countries
to threateTijsubvert
or commit armed
aggression
against
the othe~ side or against
any other
countries.
3. the two side respect
the sino-viet-names~

}1

boundary Line as___
?eLir.ii ted in the sj~q_-~C~~ch bvundary
.accor.ds which sbaL....L serve as_itLe-:-::0-asis=-·
I ~~ te d ~ t t Leme]lT- of their boundary an rl
\ territorial
disputes.pending
a settlement
of the boundary
question,each
side sha~J...:..~tridLy ::nain-t.a-in.__th_e_status
i

·-

at the time when the central
committees
and vietnamese
parties
exchanaed Letters
in 1957-'!9!j8, and _wiLL n t attemot
to
~...r..a.LlY.._
and forcibly
the actual ex ent of fts ·urisdiction
aLona
'the
order in any form or on any pretext.
·· ·· · ·----- ·· ·· --- ~~~~~~~~~~

of the chinese

-~--

4.
each side shaLL respect
the other side's
sovereignty
over its tweLve-n3utic3L-miL9
territorial
sea,and the two sides shaLL demarcate
their
respective
economic zones and continental
shelves
in the beibu
gulf and other sea areas in a fair and reasonable
way
.19.
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in accordance with the reLevant principles
of
day international
Law of the sea.
5. the xisha and ninsha isLands have
an inaLien~bLe
part of china's territory.the
side shaLL revert to its previous position of

present,oopoo,1

.

~Lways been
vietnamese
recog-

:~::~

·:::::::

n1z1ng this fact and respect china's .sovereignty
over
these two isLand groups and withdraw aLL its ~sonneL
r
from those isLands in the nansha
gro!::ill- which it has
~··
o cc up i ed.

·-~--------~-

6. nationals

of one country

residing

in the other

country shalL respect the Laws of·that
country and the
ways and customs of the .LocaL people and shalL er..::eavour
to do their part for the economic and cuLturaL d8veLopment of that country.the
government of the country
of residence
shalL guarantee their proper rights and
interests
in regard to residence 9 traveL,making a
Living and empLoyment and safeguard their personsL safety
and LawfuLLy acquired properties
in that country.
each side shaLL treat aLL the nationaLs of the other
side residing
in its country in·a friendLy manner and
must not persecute
or iLlegaLLy expeL them.
7. in response to the Legiti~ate
wish for repatriation
on the part of the vietnamese citizens
forcibly
driven by the vietnamese authorities
into Chinese
territory,the
vietnamese government shouLd receive them
back tnto the country and re~settLe
them in a proper
manner as soon as possibLe. the chinese government is
ready to faciLitate
their earLy return in every way.a. the restoration
of raiLway traffic,trade
civiL aviation,postaL
and teLe-communication
services

:::::::.
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and other biLateraL ties shaLL be deaLt with by the departments concerned of the 1wo countries
through consuLtations.
the above eig~t-point
proposal. put forward by us consists
fundamentaL principL?~ for improving reLations between china
viet nar.1 and fori dealing with the re Levant disputes.
it is reasonabLe ani practicaL,and•it
accords with the
fundamental. interests
of the two peopLes and meets with the
wt-,ises of the peop L~ of southeas·t · asia and the war Ld. if
this proposaL can be put into effect,it
wiLL remove the
tension on the sino~vietnamese
border,restore
normak
relations
between th~ two countries,consolidate
the
traditional.
friendship
between the two peopLes and make a
contribution
to the maintenance of peace 9 security and
stabiLity
in indothina,southeast
asia and the world.
as to the repatriation
of chinese and vietnamese personnel captured during the arned border confLict the
Chinese side for humanitarian
re~sons has reLeased on-thespot a Large number of captured v_ietnamese armed personneL
in the course of our counter-att3ck
in seLf-defence.we
hope
that the two s ides---.,viLL-repatr ia t2 capt1..ired personne L at

of

and
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an earLy date,and we suggest that this work be Left specificaLly to the red cross ~ocietins
of the two countries
to
handle through negotiations.
·
we have studied the ''three-point
proposaL''for''the
settlemant
of the issues in the relations
between the two
countries''
put forward by the vietnamese side at the first
plenary meeting of the sino-vietnamese
negotiations.it
should be pointed out,however that your proposal evades
the crucial
and substantive
issues in the reLations between
the two countries, so h·ow can it Lead to a rea L solution?
additionalLY,we.
cannot help point'ing out that while the
vietnamese authorities
called in their proposal. for both·
sides to stop aLl acts of war provocations
and alL forms of
hostiLe activities
they
have
never
ceased
their
armed
9
provocations
and incursions
in th9 sino-vietnamese
border
areas in a deLiberate attempt to maintain and increase
tensions.in
these days when you have submitted the
''three-~oin!
proposal''you
were aLL the time intensifying
your ant1-ch1na propaganda and clamours for War,thus
poi.son ing the atmosphere of these negotiations
, therefore,
one cannot but wonder whether your ''three-point
proposaL''was
submitted for the sake of seeking a reaL
soLution or rather for propaganda purposes?
we hope the vietnamese side wiLL carefuLLy consider
the cmstructive
vroposaL of the chinese side and respond

r:::::::::.
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to it

r··-r-.....
u.

in a positive
way.
thank you.
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ANNEX
Speech made by Han Nianlong, Head of the Chinese Government
delegation
and Vice Minister
for Foreign Affairs,
at the
fifth plenary meeting of the Sino-Vietnamese
negotiations
on 18 May 1979
Five plenary meetings of the negotiations
between the Chinese and Vietnamese
Government delegations
have been held as of today.
It is most regrettable,
however, that no progress bas been made. The Chinese side has made unremitting
efforts
to advance the negotiations,
and this is a plain fact.
But in its
statement
at the last meeting, the Vietnamese side alleged that "the Chinese side
must bear full responsibility
for the lack of progress 11 in the negotiations
(A/34/254-S/13328,
annex II).
This is distorting
truth to evade the responsibility
of the Vietnamese side in obstructing
smooth progress
in the negotiations.
This
attempt will never succeed.
Everyone knows that the Chinese Government delegation
has come to Hanoi for
negotiations
with the Vietnamese Government delegation
out of a sincere
desire to
restore
normal state relations,
uphold the traditional
friendship
between the two
peoples and seek a peaceful
settle~ent
of the disputes
between the two countries.
In the past month, the Chinese Government delegation
reviewed,
in a matter of fact
way, the stages through which Sino-Vietnamese
relations
have passed in recent
years, made a clear and objective
exposition
of the major issues existing
between
the two countries
and cited many indisputable
facts showing the essential
background
of and the root cause for the drastic
deterioration
in Sino-Viet~amese
relations
and
for the armed conflict
along the border (see A/34/189-S/13255,
appendix).
At the
second plenary meeting on 26 April, the Chinese Government delegation
put forward
an eight-point
proposal
on principles
for handling the relations
between China and
Viet Nam {A/34/213-S/13278,
annex).
Our proposal
covers every major aspect of the
relations
between the two countries
and states
the basic principles
that should be
underscored,
above all, the principles
that the two sides should abide by the five
principles
of peaceful
coexistence
and that neither
should seek hegemony.
This
proposal corresponds
to the actual state of Sino-Vietnamese
relations
and provides
a correct
orientation
for these negotiations;
it is wholly reasonable
and feasible.
If the two sides could agree on these basic principles,
our negotiations
would
have the necessary
guidelines
for solving all the specific
issues.
This will lead
to a fundamental
solution
of the disputes between China and Viet Nam and thus lay
a solid foundation
for the normalization
of relations
between the two countries.
This important
proposal
submitted by the Chinese Government is in accord not only
with the fundamental
interests
of the Chinese and Vietnamese peoples,
but also
with the strong desire of the Inda-Chinese
and South-East
Asian peoples for the
maintenance
of peace and stability
in the region.
Hence, it enjoys widespread
sympathy and support among the people of all countries
and just public opinion.
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In a. spirit
of ne:.rotiatinc
on an 2qual footing,
the Chinese
n.l:tentive1y
to the views of the Vietnamese
side at the :m'c'ctirws,
all it:c:: pro:r,osals,
nnd stated
cur realistic
observations.

si,le listened
carefully
studied

It is re1,rettable
that the attit1J.de
of' the Vietnamese
sid.e in these
negotiations
was entirely
cliff'erent.
Instead
of maldnc: a positive
response,
it
unjustly
attacked
China; s constr-ict:i. ve o1Jserva:tions
swl pro:)osals.
At the very
outset
of the neeotiations
., the Vietnamese
side,
in its first
statement
on 1H Apri1
wiJ.fully
dfotorted
the facts
and called
blaclt white by slanderously
chargin:1
that
Chimt was to blame for the deterioration
:i.n our friendly
bilateral
relations
and
for provoking
the ar:ned born.er conflict.
J'.l.t each of the suhserp.:ent
meetings,
the
Vietnamese
s:i.de never failed
to repeat
such anti--China
calumnies
in increasin;1;
absurdity
and abusiveness.
It even launched
vicious
attacl:s
arainst
Chinese
leaders
and annou;:1ced the.t :i.t ,rould :,forever
repeat' 1 these calumnies.
Spinning
wild tales
at will,
the Vietnamese
authorities
alleR;ed that China "warned South
Viet Jam against
wo.{;inQ; armed strwr,gle
in t}1e sixties·',
"unc:Lermined the unity
oi'
people
in the three
Indochinese
states'',
''bad been on the verge of recor;r1izinp: the
Lon Ncl regime· ., ''had formed a ioint cmmnand for a South-Fast
Asia liberation
army· and so on and so forth.
They have fabricated
dozens of such lies
and
sland0rous
allevn.ti.ons.
You even revived
the lie,
fabricated
some time ago by the
Vietnamese
authoritie~1
and exploded
right
at that
time by the international
press,
that China ''was aiding
Vang Pew in Laos 1' and used it to slander
China in the
negotiations.
And this was said witl1out a blush.
China· s all-out
support
to
Viet Ham in its wars o:f resistance
aP,ainst France and the United
States
and
es9ecially
her support
to the South Vietnamese
reople
in their
struggle
again::t
ar;cression
wa.s known to the whol0 world.
Until
a few years ago, Vietna:mese leaclers
told Chinese
leaders
on many occasions
that Viet lfam could not have won victory
without
China' n suppo1·t and assistance,
If the Vietnomese
siJe were not so
torr•etful
politically,
it oup:]'1t to remem1H:r the facts
and not confound
truth
and
falsehood.
China 1 s consistent
support
to the anti--imperialist
strur:i;r;le of tbe
Kampucbean and Lao peoples
is also common knowledce.
't'lo amount of lies
cen distort
the facts.
When Chin.a was givinr; the T{ampuchean people energetic
support
in t'"leir
just
strue;c:le
af(aim,t
the Lon tfol clique,
it was the Soviet Union, leader
of .'/our·
alliance,
and not China, who kept its Embassy in Phnom Penh.
This is a fact
people still
remember· cle8rly,
After their
victory
a{Iainst
imperialism,
the
r,eople of tr,e three
Inc1o,,,Ctdnese States
wonted to recuperate
and rehabilitate
and
could have devoted. themselves
to buildinr;
up their
respective
countries.
But the
Vietna:nese
authorities,
prompted by r;rowinc ambitions
to seek rei:;ional
hegemony
a11d set up an "Indochinese
Federation'',
began l1y stationinr:
lar 0 e armies in Lao.s
and exercising
over-all
control
in that
country.
Then they flagrantly
launched
a
massive
armed acc;rec,sion
a,rrainst Democratic
Kampuchea,
a country
which refused
to
concede its soverei,mty
~md b•:: humiliated,
and installed
with the:i.r bayonets
a
puppet re13ime composed of f(,rnrpuchean traitors
and. tbe:i. r lackeys.
'rhe chief
culprit
renponsible
for wreckinrc the revolutionary
cause of the Indo--Chinese
peoples
is
none other than the Vietnamese
authorities
t,rho plunged the Indo-Chinese
people
a 0 ain into <lire misery.
'l'he dozens of allep;a.tions
with which the Vietnamese
side
soucbt tc vi1i fy and defnme China were refuted
by the Chinese
side on the spot,
Eut
0
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unashamed of its clumsy triclrn,
the Vietnamese
side li:ept f:raudulently
ctller,inf
everywhere
that there are dozens of its questions
wl".ich Cbina has ,;failed
to
0,nswer;;, trying
in this way to slander
and defame China,,
But these aller:;o.t iorrn
o:f yovrs can neitber
deceive the people of the three Inda-Chinese
States
and world
Ol)inion nor darr1ae;e China· s international
presti:;e.
'l'hey do, however~ t;rovidP.
tL.rt~;er
proof that the Vietnamese
m1thorities
have become unscrupulous
in t::ieir
hostility
against
China because they are bent on achieving
their aggressive
and
expan:c,icni:::;t ambitions O and gladly play the role of :Cubans of Asia;: in the
sou.thvar:1 drive in the Soviet Uni.:in 1 s global policy.
'I'he actions
of the
'.fi,,, l:r:.:,ncse side prove that your intention
is to turn serious
nee:otiations
into a
i'ox•c.;,, :'-,:r vicious
anti-China
propaganda
and that you do not intencl to discuss
::ind
resolve
the
'(is ting disputes
in real earnest,
As to the "main principles
and contents
of a three--point
settlement
of th,2
problems
concerning the relations
between the two countries'
submitted by the
Vietnamese
side durinG the nesotiations
( A/34/201-S/13257,
annex), we have
curefully
studied
this proposal
and checked it against
your words and actions,
and
we cannot but point out that it is a hypocritical
proposal.
Your three-·~1oint
pro9osal
evades the crucial
and substantive
issues
in Sino-Vietnarnese
relations
and,
in particular,
shies
away from the principle
of not seekin,": hen:emony.
You fidg~t
in your seats whenever
there is mention of anti-hegemonism,,
o.nd you rush out with
objections
such as it is tantamount
to icinterference
in internal
affairs,,
and it is
Hnot within the scope of our bilateral
relations''
in a desperate
attempt
to
obstruct
China's
just defence
of the anti-hegerwnist
principle.
This shows that
your shunning this principle
is because this
is a sore point,
aml this
fact
inadvertently
reveals
your determination
to pursue
a policy
of expansionist
nationalism
and regional
hegemonism.
It must be pointed
out that concurrently
with the Sino-Vietnamese
nesotiations
the Vietnamese authorities
have continued
their
military
build-up
alone; the Sino-Laotian
border,,
stepped
up their
offensive
against
the patriotic
Kampuchean army and people who are carrying
on fir!!!
resistance
to Vietnamese
aggression)
and used the rmppet cliq_ue in Karripuchea ard.
coerced
the Laotiuns
into joining
in an anti-China
campaign.
Vietnanese
ac:r,ression
and expansion
have developed to such a grave extent that armed l)rovocations
against
Tha,iland have occurred
from across
the Kmnpuchean--'T'hai borrl.er and that
spies have been sent into Thailand
from Laos.
r<eanwhile, the Vietnamese
authorities
have made naval and air bases available
to the Soviet
Union and
permitted
the latter
to build an electronic
monitoring
station
in Cam Ranh Bay.
Pursuance
by the Vietnamese
authorities
of the policy
of expansionist
nationalism
end rec:;ional hegemonism is an important
reason
for the worseninc: of Sino-Vietnomese
relations
and is the root cause for the deterioratinfi'.
situation
and tension
in
Indo-China
and South- ..East Asia.
The Vietnamese
side cannot evnde such a major
question
of' principle
as the opposition
to hegemonism in the Sino-Vietnamese
negotiations.
At the same time, we give the Vietnamese
side our sincere
advice
that it shoulu not try to use the Sino-Vietnamese
nec;otiations
and its three-(loint
pror,osal
as a camouflage
for its acts of aggression
end expansion
aimed at stampine
out the armed resistance
of the Kampuchean army and people to defend their
motherland
against
Vietnamese
age;ression,
tic;hteninp:
its all-rolU1d
control
in Laos
and. setting
up an "Indochinese
Federation·,;.
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During the negotiations,
the Vietnamese
authorities
launched a co-ordinated
campaign, inside
and outside
the conference
room, to whip up an anti-China
hysteria,
aggravate
tensions
along the border and poison the atmosphere
of the
negotiations.
You suggested
in the three-point
proposal
that the two sides should
stop all acts of war provocations
and all forms of hostile
activities
and restore
normal relations
between the two countries
on the basis of the principle
of
peaceful
coexistence.
But you have, in actual
practice,
intensified
your military
build-up
in the border areas,
continued
to bombard Chinese territory
and send
armed troops and commandos across the border on harassment
missions,
thus
seriously
disturbing
the peace and tranquillity
of China's border areas and
disrupting
our production
and construction
in those areas.
From 17 March to early
May, there have been nearly 400 cases of Vietnamese armed provocation
and
incursion
resulting
in dozens of casualties
among Chinese frontier
guards and
border inhabitants.
Moreover, the Vietnamese authorities
have continued
to drive
Vietnamese citizens
and Chinese nationals
into China both across the land border
and via the sea.
More than 20,000 were expelled
in the month of April alone.
Meanwhile, the Vietnamese authorities
have continued
to incite
anti-China
sentiments
through a massive anti-China
campaign in all forms of their media newspapers,
television
and radio - and clamoured incessantly
for war so as to
create tension.
An anti-China
war atmosphere prevails
in every corner of Viet Nam.
Under these circumstances,
the Vietnamese side, instead
of immediately
stopping
its
hostile
activities
against
China and adopting
fundamental
measures to secure
peace and stability
along the border,
has kept on stressing
the ;'urgencyn of the
first_point
in its three-point
proposal,
that is, the one on 17urgent measures\;,
and insisted
that this be made the first
item on the agenda.
This cannot but make
people wonder about the motivation
of the Vietnamese
side.
Your endless prating
about this proposal
reminds one of the fact that in the wake of its first
largescale armed aggression
in Kampuchea, the Vietnamese
authorities
also put forward
a three-point
proposal
in February 1978 allegedly
for settling
issues
in the
relations
between Viet Nam and Kampuchea.
That three-point
proposal
included
such
points as a five-kilometre
withdrawal
by the armed forces of each side,
non-aggression
and t.he cessation
of subversive
activities.
However, it was under
cover of this "peace proposal 11 that the Vietnamese
authorities
stepped up their
deployment for war, and intensified
their
acts of subversion
and started
a surprise
attack on a more massive scale toward the end of that year to invade and occupy
Kampuchea by force of arms.
This lesson of history
shall not be forgotten.
We
must check people's
wo1·ds against
their
deeds.
We hope the Vietnamese
side will
prove its sincerity
for peace by its deeds.
The Vietnamese side crudely accused the Chinese side of "setting
pre-conditions
11
for the negotiations
•
This is a sheer distortion
of facts.
I said at the
negotiations
that 11if relations
between China and Viet Nam are to be normalized,
the Vietnamese authorities
must stop their
anti-China
hostility
and abandon their
policy of expansionist
nationalism
and regional
hegemonismn (A/34/222-S/13299,
annex).
This is most practical
and is aimed at a fundamental
solution
of the
issues between China and Viet Nam and truly rest0ring
normal relatior.s
between the
two countries.
If the Vietnamese authorities
persist
in an attitude
of anti-China
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hostility
and continue
to push the policy of expansionist
nationalism
and regional
hegemonism, how can Sino-Vietnamese
relations
be normalized?
How can the
traditional
friendship
between the Chinese and Vietnamese peoples be preserved
intact?
How can peace and tranquillity
on the Sino-Vietnamese
border be secured?
How can peace and stability
in Inda-China
and South-East
Asia be maintained?
The
Chinese side has urged Viet Nam to stop its anti-China
hostility
and abandon its
policy of expansionist
nationalism
and regional
hegemonism, and it has justly
called on Viet Nam to withdraw its troops from Kampuchea.
In describing
this
just Chinese position
as ,;setting
pre-conditions
f'or the negotiations"
and "wanting
11
Viet Nam to change its line of independence
and international
solidarity
,
the
Vietnamese
side is itself
equating
anti-China
hostility,
the pushing of a policy
of expansionist
nationalism
and regional
hegemonism and the military
occupation
of
Kampuchea with its 11line of independence
and international
solidari tyn.
Your
accusation
that China wants to riimpose its views 17 on you can only draw public
laughter
and will not serve to conceal the truth that you pursue policies
of
opposition
and hostility
to China and of aggression
and expansion.
The Vietnamese
authorities
have imposed a military
occupation
and colonial
rule on the peoples of
Kampuchea and Laos, but this you claim to be Viet Nam1 s "lofty
internationalist
duty"
and a form of legitimate
co-operation
in keeping with the Charter of the United
Nations,
the objectives
and principles
of the non-aligned
movement and the
principles
of the Bandung Conference.
This attitude
is pure hegemonism and a gross
distortion
and violation
of the United Nations Charter and the principles
of the
non-aligned
movement and the Bandung Conference.
It is absolutely
unacceptable
to the people of Kampuchea, Laos and the rest of the world, and will not be
tolerated
by them.
At the last few meetings,
the Vietnamese side kept raising
the issue of 11howi;
to conduct future discussions.
We have already stated
explicitly
that no matter
how you change the way discussions
are conducted,
your purpose will always be to
evade the crucial
and substantive
issues in Sino-Vietnamese
relations,
and to avoid
discussion
on the principle
of not seeking hegemony.
The way you want the
discussions
conducted is not desirable
because it will not facilitate
progress
in
the negotiations
or help the normalization
of bilateral
relations
but will only
lead the negotiations
astray.
We hold that in order to enable the negotiations
to
yield real results
and re-establish
normal relations
between China and Viet Nam,
it is necessary
to start
with the fundamental
issues.
Firstly,
the five principles
of peaceful
coexistence
and the principle
of not seeking hegemony must be adhered
to, for these are the basic principles
that will re-establish
normal relations
between the two countries
and safeguard
the traditional
friendship
between the
two peoples.
In order to repatriate
as soon as possible
all the Chinese and Vietnamese
captives
in the armed border conflict,
the Chinese Government delegation
has
repeatedly
proposed at the negotiations
that the two sides reach an agreement in
principle
on this matter and leave the details
and execution
to the Red Cross
Societies
of the two countries.
The Vietnamese side kept saying that the
repatriation
of captured personnel
is an nurgent 11 matter requiring
the adoption
of
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:;urgent measures n, but it bas failed
to respond to China's
reasonable
proposal"
So, to facilitate
the earlier
reunion of the Vietnamese
captives
with their
families,
the Chinese Government announced its decision
on 11 May to release
and
repatriate
some captured Vietnamese armed personnel
in the near future and proposed
once again that the Red Cross Societies
of China and Viet Nam meet as soon as
possible
to discuss
and execute the repatriation
of all captives
on both sides.
It was only then that the Head of the Vietnamese Government delegation
issued a
statement
on 12 May (A/34/254-S/13328
annex I) expressing
agreement at last with
9
the Chinese proposal.
Yet at the same time, it arbitrarily
and unjustifiably
levelled
charges against
this Chinese action,
which is an expression
of
revolutionary
humanitarianism"
To SUlU up, this round of negotiations
amply shows that the Chinese side has
made great efforts
in order to make the negotiations
yield results.
But
regrettably,
the reasonable
proposals
of the Chinese side have failed
to get a
positive
response
from the Vietnamese side"
On the contrary,
the Vietnamese side
resorted
to all kinds of clumsy tricks
to evade the fundamental
issues
in SinoVietnamese relations,
distorted
the facts and fabricated
a host of fantastic
charges and allegations
to tie down the negotiations
and obstruct
their
smooth
progress.
Facts prove that the failure
to achieve progress
in the negotiations
has resulted
from the lack of good faith
on the part of the Vietnamese side, whic.h
must bear full responsibility.
The Chinese and Vietnamese peoples and the people
in South-East
Asia and the rest of the world all entertain
the wish that progress
may be made in the Sino-Vietnamese
negotiations.
We hope that the Vietnamese side
will not disappoint
them.
In the five plenary meetings
of the Sino-Vietnamese
negotiations,
each side
has put forward its proposals,
elucidated
its views and made clear its position"
In keeping with the agreement between the Chinese and Vietnamese
sides that the
negotiations
be held alternately
in Hanoi and Beijing,
we suggest that the present
round of negotiations
in Hanoi be concluded with this session
and that the next
round be held in Beijing.
Matters
concernine; concrete
arrangements
may be
discussed
and decided upon by the two sides through diplomatic
channels"
The
Chinese Government delegation
will soon leave Hanoi for home" He look forward to
the Vietnamese Government delegation
coming to Beijing
for further
negotiations"
In spite of major differences
of principle
between the Chinese and Vietnamese
sides,
the Chinese side will,
as always, continue
to surmount obstacles
and
difficulties,
work hard for the success of the negotiations
and play an active
part in trying
to restore
normal relations
between China and Viet Nam, consolidate
the traditional
friendship
"between our two peoples,
secure peace and tranquillity
along the Sino-Vietnamese
border and safeguard
peace and stability
in Inda-China,
South-East
Asia and the world as a whole"
At the same time, we sincerely
hope
that the Vietnamese side will give up its peremptory
attitude
and show good faith
in the negotiations.
We hope that the Vietnamese side will consider
China's
eight-point
proposal
earnestly,
seriously
and realistically
and make due efforts
for proEress
in the negotiations.
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Vice-Premier
Li Xiannian' s TalkOutlining
with
Premier Pham Van Dong on June 10, l977
In mid-April 1977, as he stopped at Beijing on his
way to Europe, Premidr Pham Van Dong expressed
to Comrade
Chen Xilian his desire to stay for a few days in Beijing
on his way back and have a talk with us.
This was most
welcome.
The day before yesterday
Chairman Hua Guofeng met
Premier Pham Van Dong and had a cordial
conversation
with
you,during
which he informed you of developments
in China.
You talked about problems in the relations
between our two
Parties
and s~ates,
and Chairman Hua repeated
our consistent
stand and said that we shared the desire
to further
develop our friendship
with the Vietnamese Party and people.
I am instructed
by Chairman Hua and entrusted
by my Party's
Central
Committee to discuss
candidly
and in a comradely
way a number of probl~ms in the relations
between our two
Parties
and states.
states
and
The relations
between our two Parties,
peoples have been close and friendly
for years.
Our deep
personally
by Chairman
friendship
was forged :md promo~ed
Mao Zedong and President
Ho Chi Minh, whose revolutionary
friendship
was a concentrated
expression
of Sino-Vietnamese
friendship.
Our frie~dship
stood the severe test in the long
period of revolutionary
struggles.
Both in the years of
arduous struggle
in our respective
countries
and in the
two decades or so of wars of resistance
against imperialism,

2

we shared weal and woe and h0lpod each other,
"uniting
together,
fighting
together
3,~d winning victories
together",
as Premier Zhou Enlai said.
Our revolution~ry
friendship
is sealed in blood.
:rhe Communist Party of China and
the Chinese GovernmtJ.nt have always valued the frie:c1dship
and unity between our two Parties,
states
and peoples.
In our dealings
with the Vietnamese Party and Government ·both under the late
Chairman Mao and President
Ho and afterwards,
we have always strictly
implemented
Chairman Mao's revolutionary
line,
done our best to
fulfil
our internationalist
duty and made unremitting
efforts
to preserve
and strengthen
this friendship.
In recent ye.3.rs, howuver~ our relations
ha.ve
undergone cert:J.in ch:1~1.geswhich cause us anxiety o Seeking
an early sclution
to this probleo 1 Preoier
Zhou had
talked with Vietnamo,39 comrades moro than once, and so
did Comrade Deng Xia.'JJing on behalf of 01...r !'arty's
Central
Committee in 1975 ., On all those occasions
the Vietnamese comr~1es snitl they would preserve
Viet NamChina friendship
a..11.d
w,Juld not do anything
to harm it.
So we thought our rGl~tions
would grndually
improve.
But contrary
tc our expectations;
our relations,
instead
of improving, have come up against more serious problems.
We are disturbed
to see this trend of development in our
relations.
That is why we wish to take this opportunity
to talk with you again while you are in Beijing.
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Certain words and deeds of the Vietnamese side
have badly hurt the Chinese people and impaired the
friendship
between our two countries.
Senior cadres
of V~et Nam made public remarks maligning China.
For
instance,
Comrade Hoang Tung said something very
unfriendly
about China in his interview
with the 3wedish
journalist
Erik Fierre last year.
_He said,
"During the war., it was vital
for Viet Nam
that both China and the USSR helped North
Viet Nam to the full.
Today, it is no longer
so vital
for this country to follow that
policy.
True, Viet Nam borders on the
southern part of the big country China, and
this neighbourhood
has both a positive
and
.a negative
aspect.
Anyway, the politicar
and cultural
pressure
from the north must
be removed.
rherefore,
the rapprochement
with the USSR plays a very important
role
for Viet Nam today.
There is a tangibly
strong Soviet interest
coinciding
with
Vietnamese intarests
-- to reduce Chinese
influence
in this part of the world."
Another example, Comrade Hoang Quoc Viet, in answering
questions
of a Japanase journalist
in 1973, made an
unwarranted
attack on our foreign policy,
saying that
China's invitation
to Nixon to visit
the country was
like "throwing a lifebelt
to the drowning Nixonn, and
that "sometimes dealings
between big nations may be
made at the expense of a small nation and crush it".
Their statements
appeared in the newspapers of more
than one countries,
and they attracted
much international
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attenti.ono
At first,
we thought that they might be
rumours as they came from the reports
of Western
journalists,
but we have seen no denials
of any kind
from your side.
Comrade Hoang Tung was a memuer of
t.he Central Committee of the Communist Party of Viet
Nam, Editor-in-Ghief
of the Party paper and Deputy
Chairman of the Propa 6 anda Commission under the Party 1 s
Central Cammittee;
and Comrade Hoang Qu,,c Viet was also
a member of the Vietn-3.In8se Party's
Central Committee
and President
of the Presidj_um of the Central Committee
of the Viet Nam Fath,:?rland Front, what is more, he was
President
of the Viet Nam-China ~,rie:ndship Associationo
Their statements
cannot be considered
as sooethinft
E.-::c:dc.J.tal _,
TJ be frank 1 in the past, we were
somewhat puzzled by the prevalence
in Vietnamese society
of many slande:::-s a_s3.inst China, scne of which
were even directed
against
our great leader Chairman Mao,
our esteemed and beloved Premier Zhou and our Party 1 s
domestic and forej_gn policies~
In retrospect,
it was
not fortuitous
that such slanderr
spre-ad ±n V:ietnam8.e3
society.
How can thase remarks be reconciled
with
President
Ho Chi Minh's statement
that "Profound is
~he friendship
between Viet Nam and China, who are
both comrades and brothers",
or with the avowed desire
of Vietnamese comradas to "uphold Viet Nam-China f:.:.·.i,3nd·ship"?
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Vietnamese comrades have hurt the friendship
between our two countries
not only in their words,
but

..

also

in their

de0ds.

The Vietnamese side
has continually
provoked
disputes
on the land boundary question,
causing increased
tension
on the border.
The boundary line between China
and Viet Nam was delimited
by treaties
concluded between
the then Government of Qing Dynasty and the French
Government.
After people's
political
power was established
in our country,
both sides expressed
their willingness
to respect
this boundary line.
Although local comrades
of the two sides did not agree on the location
of certain
sections
of the boundary line,
the problem was not- ·big
and should not be difficult
to settle.
In 1957-58
the
Central
Committees of the Chinese and Vietnamese Parties
exchanged letters
which affirmed
the principle
that the
status
quo of the border should be maintained
and that
the boundary question
should be settled
by the·. two
Governments and the local authorities
had no power to do so.
This approach was followed by both sides before 1974,
and no big dispute
evar arose at the border.
The border
inhabitants
and bordar guards of the two countries
had
always lived in amity and helped each other.
The SinoVietnamese boundary had for years been one of friendship.
However, as a result
of the change in the attitude
of the
Vietnamese side in the last few years,
border disputes
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kept
incre~sing
and the
boundary question has become
a rather
conspicuous
one in Sino-Vietnamese
relationsa
We proposed in 1975 that our two Governments should hold
boundary negotiations
as soon as possible
so as thoroughly
to resolve
through friendly
consultations
the existing
issues
concerning
the Sino-Vietnamese
land boundary
on the. basis of the Sin6-French
treaties.
We have repeated
our proposal last ye.ir and this year.
But you, while
stalling
negotiations
with us, continued
to let your
men enter Chinese territory
illegally,
claim this or
that place
as belonc?;ing to Viet Nam, unreasonably
inter·fere with and obstruct
routine
activities
of our border
guards and disturb
.3..nddisrupt
normal production
9.ctivities of our border inhabitants.
They even eng2ged in
fist-fighting
and othGr acts of violence.
These attempts
at unilateral
end forcible
changes in the status quo
of the boundary resulted
in a drastic
increase
in the
number of border incidents
and increased
tension
3,nd even
shooting incidents
by
Vietnamese border guards in
Chinese border ar~as in Yunnan 3nd Guangxi.
According
to incomplete
statistics
kept by our border defence
authorities,
the.number of border incidents
was 100
in 1974, increas~d
to over 400 in 1975 and exceeded
900 in 1976. Of course, some of these incidents
were
caused by violations
of our policies
by our local
personnel.
We have taken, and will continue
to tilce,
measures to enjoin those involved and the border inhahi~
tants to earnestly
safeguard
Sino-Vietnamese
friendship
and strictly
adhere to our border policies,
and to prevent
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them from crossing
the border to invite
trouble.
However,
we hold that your actions concerning the boundary question contravene
the agreement reached between the Central
Committees of the two Parties
and can help solve no
problem but will only harm the traditional
friendship
between our two peoples to the grief of friends
and the
delight
of enemies.
'llith a vi~w to safeguarding
the
friendship
between our two countries- and settling
boundary
disputes
once and for all, we now propose once again that
our two Governments hold negotiations
on the land boundary
as soon as possible.
Pending a negotiated
settlement,
each eide
should
strictly
maintain the status quo
on the border and should not in any way unilaterally
change the
extent
of ito actual jurisdiction.(~)
By
"maintaining
the status quo on the border",
we do not
mean that in the future boundary negotiations
ownership
of territory
in the disputed areas will be decided according
to the line dividing
the actual ,jurisdiction
of the two sides.
It is entirely
for tha purpose of avoiding conflicts
and safeguarding
the d.ll important cause of unity and
friendship,
pending a negotiated
settldment.
III

Regarding the 00dium repairs
of the dine-Vietnamese
railway on the Chines;3 side of the junction,
there have
also arisen questions which should not have arisen.
According to the Sino-Vi8tnamese
Border Railway Agreement,
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the Vietnamese side has no right to int0rfere
in the
managem0nt and maintm1ance of this suction
of the
rail·Kay which is the responsibility
of the Chinese side,
just GB the Chinese 3ide has no right to interfere
in
the way the Vietnamese side maintains
the railway
section. under its management.
And in point of f3ct,
the above-mentioned
r3.ilway section
was already in a
serious
condition
and incap~ble
of ensuring
the necessary
traffic
safety.
Without repairs,
traffic
had to stop
or else ran the risk of train overturnso
However, when
our railway
a-1:'.;hori ties organize;:. th-: man;iower and materials
for repairs
to ensur,73 traffic
safety and the smooth
operation
of the railway,
they ca,~e up against
repeated
Vietnamese obstructions
and sabotageso
The Vietn3.ID.ese
comrades went so far ~s to provoke an unprecedented
clash,
in which fifty-one
Chinese comrades were wounded,
six of them badly.
Some of your people may have got
wounded too.,
Completed
aftar the Vietnamese people's
victory
2
in thejr war against French rule~ ) this railway has
sin,::e then served as a tie of friendship
between our
two socialist
countries.
During the days of the Vietnamese people's
war against U.S. aggression
and for
national
salvation,
our two peoples defended it with
blood to ensure its amooth operation
round the clock~
We did not expect th.it today, after the Vietnarncsa people
victory
in that war, there should have occurred incidents.
of Vietnam(~se comr::i.des sabotaging
ou:c efforts
for the
maintenance
of the r3,ilwn.y, culminating
in a large-sen.le
clash,
right on this railway symbolic of ~H no--Viut:::icmose
friendship.,
How .J.rC we to explain thi:3 to our people?

1
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This railway is still
serving the socialist
construction
and extern:J.l economic and cultural
exchanges
of our two countries.
It not only links our two countries,
but connects Viet Nam with many other countries
in A~ia and Europe.
clore freight
are shipped over
this railway to Viet Nam than
to China.
Suspension
of traffic
would hurt China, but even more so Viet Nam.
It is beyond us why the Vietnamese side keeps refusing
to let us maintain
this railway s~ction and does not
seem to worry at all that trains
might overturn
and
traffic
be halted~
We suspect that there may be people
who deliberately
want to blow up the matter into a major
issue and bring it under international
spotlight,
so as
to accuse China of '1big--nntion
chauvinism"
and "bullying
a small country",
It is not our wish to sec the problem
thus magnified~ but if ti.1is shou1.d happen contrary
to
our wishes, there is nothing we can do about it.

,.

We took a prudent ~.3.pproach on the question
of
maintenan0e
of the section
of the Sino-Vietnamese
Railway on the Chinese side of thG junction.
We did
not take for granted the reports
we received,
but sent
a Vice~Minister
of Forei~n Affairs,
togeth~r
with competent
experts from the railway adminiotration,
for a special
on-tho-spot
investigation,
du.ring which films were
taken of the condi tiom;.
Facts show that the repeated
proposals
of the Chinase side to the Vietnamese side were
fully justified.
We aarnestly
hope that the VietnqJnese

-
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comrades wil.l change their previous
attitude
and no
longer obstruct
and sabotage the efforts
of the Chinese
side to repair
the railway.
As for the Vietnamese
side's
differing
understanding
of the location
of the
sector
of boundary line there,
it should be left for
resolution
through consultation
by the two Governments
in the boundary negoti~tionso
If, through the boundary
negotiations~
it should be decided that this sector was
Vietnamese territory,
we would unconditionally
turn over
to the Vietnamese side territory
that belongs to Viet
Nam together
with the section
of railway situated
thereon~
If Premier Pham Van Dong agrees,
we would like
to show you the film we took indicating
the bad
condition
the railway section
was in.
Since this is
a rather urgent matterr we hope Premier Pham Van Dong
will look into it as soon as possible,
so that it may be
settled
appropriatelyo

IV
Regarding the Nansha Islands
and the Xisha
Islands,
many things the Vietnamese comrades have done
in the pastltwo years are also detrimental
to the
friendly
relatione
between our two countries.
These
islands
have always been Chinese territory,
and this is
supported by numerous_indisputable
historical
records.
The Chinese Gover-nment has made statements
to this
effect
on many occasions.
In the past the Vietnamese
comrades, too, recognized
that these islands
were

-
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Chinese territory~
On June 15, 1956" one Vietnamese
Vice-Foreign
Minister
foroally
so.id to us that "Frora
the historical
point of view~ these islands
are Chinese
territory."
On Sept0J1bor 4, 1958 the Chinese Gov3rl1mldnt
issued a decla~~ation on China's territorial
sea, in
which it clearly
stated that the territory
of the
People's
Republic of China "includes
the Chinese mainland and its coastal
islands,
as well as Taiwan and its
surrounding
islands,
the Penghu Islands,
the Dongsha
Islands,
the Xisha Islands,
the Zhongsha Islands,
the
Nansha Islands
a...~dall other islands
belonging
to China
which are separated
from the mainland and its coastal
islands
by the high seas •••••• " On September 14 o:f·
the S3.Ille year Premier Pham VruL Dong stated
in his Note
to Premier Zhou Enlai that "The Government of the
Democratic Republic of Viet Nam recognizes
and supports
the declaration
of the People's
Republic of Chin~ on
Chinn.is territorial
se8. made on September 4, 1958, 11 and
that "the Government of tho Democratic Republic of Viet
Nam respcJcts this d3cision."
On May 9s 1965 the
Government of the De~ocratic
Republic of Viet Nam in
its statement
again recognized
that the Xisha IslJ.nds
3
belonged to China.(
) But in 1974, tho Vietnamese
comrades began to chi~ge their stand.
Notably in 1975
the Vietnamase side, using the opportunity
of the
liberation
of southern Viet Nam, invaded and occupied
six of China's Nansha Islands
and proceeded to make a
formal territorial
cl'.3.im to our Nansha .and Xisha
Islands.
Meanwhile, it whipped up public opinion both
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internally
~nd extern3lly,
as3erting
that the Nansha
and Xisha ·i,elands ar-3 Vi-:::tn:m~ce territory.
Owing to yom.e
aotion 1 t.nl:,,~ansha x.1d Xisha Iol~nds,
over which there
never was any issua,
have now become a major subject of
dispute
in Sino-Victn.J.m(;lse relations.
( 4 ) Before 1975
the Sovi~t Union had always recognized
that the Nansha
and Xisha Islands
were Chinese territory.
They too
changed their attitude
as soon as you created
this,dispute, being bent on using it to undermine Sino-VietLaciesa
rels.tions.
We hope thnt the Vi:.:tnarnese comrades will
return to their orieinal
stand on this question.
V

The Vietnw..csa coi::r::id:asI attitude
on the division
of the Beibu Gulf sea aren c~;:;.not ba considered
a3
friendly,
either.
Thd sea area h0re has never been
divided,
yet you assert
th~t it has.
You insist
on
drawing a dividing
line clos~ to our Hninan Island,
so
as to occupy two thirds
of tho Beibu Gulf sea area,
Being neither
fair nor reaocn2ble,
this is unacceptable
to us.
We have s~JOLltGd more th-1.n cnce that thcl two
aides should settle
tne division
of tha gulf sea area
on a fair and reason3ble
basis.
Wa hope that the
Vietnamese
comr~des will consider
our suggestion.

VI
Wewould also

like to cutline
our views on the qfOS•
tion of Chinese residing
in Viet Nam. Owing to historioal
reasons,
there are more th::1n one million
Chinese residing

l3
in Viet Nam. Acting on proletarian
internationalist
principles,
we agreed with the Vietnamese Party in l955
on gradually
encouragi~g
the Chinese residents
to adopt
Vietnamese nationality.
This could only be done on a
voluntary
basis,
not by coercion.
Over a long time in
the past,
the problGm was handled fairly
well thrJue,h
mutual conGultation
x.1d cooperation.
But since tne
liberation
of south2rn Viet Nxn, y·our side has resorted
to coercion
~nd treat3d
Chinese in southern Viet Nc:1ll:,
regardless
of their
~wn wish, as being all Vietna.J1ese
nationals.
Y·:m have imposed high taxes on Chinese
resider.ts
who want to retain
their Chinese nation~ty,
prepared
to deny tha.a continued
residence
in Viet Nam
and take other measurese
All these depart from the longestablished
practice
8f cooperation
a~d consultation
between our two countries
and contravene
the agreement
between the two Parties
on gradually
encouraging
Chinese to change thair nationality.
As you know, after
the Ngo Dinh Diem puppet regime tried in l956 to compel
ChineGe to adopt VistnaE1ese nationality,
our Overseas Chinese
Affairs

Comrn.issi.on

issuecl

a stat.emf'nt

in 1957

seriously

protesting
against
it.
Every country hao the duty to
protect
the legitimate
rights
and interests
of its
nationals
residing
in other countrieG.
But you have
now unilaterally
taken BeQGures to compel Chinese to
adopt Vietna.~ese nationality
without consulting
us, thus
placing
us in an awkward position
politically.
Here I
would like to refer 3.lso to the question
of establishment
of Chinese consulates
in ViGt Nam. The Victnrunesa residing
in China numbering five to six thousand have all along
been taken good care of by the Chinese Governnent,
and
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we long ago .g:3.ve our consent to your establishing
throe
Vietn8.Qes0 consulates-general
in China and have accorded
them facilities
and favourable
treatment.
Yet when we
1
requested tc o:;t up three consulates-general
in Viot 1:1
am,
you delayed your reply for half a year, aljd then g~ve
your consent to the s0tting-up
of two consulates-•general
instead
of three~
We hav0 taken a friendly
attitude
and made special
allowru1ces for you in the treatment
of nationals
and tha establishment
of consulates,
but
you have failed
to raciprocateo

VII
The Vietna.I1ese comrades have been impairing
SinoVietnamcs0 friendship
not only through present
is3ues
but also by making usa of historical
protleoe.
For mg.ny
years 7 the Vietnamese sid::;, using the :pac 3 to disp1:,rage
the present,
ext.:msively
propagandized
the so--called
opposition
to "inv.:i.sion from the north" in its n0wspapers,
magazines,
films,playsr
etc~, nnd incited
hostility
against
China anong the people,
thus causing
very bad co~sequences.
All pecple who sinc0rely
care
for Sino-Vietnamese
friendship
are disturbed
by this.
But som0 people in other parts of the world,out
of
~terior
motives,
cl~pped and cheered and took advaritage
of this situation
to sow dissension.
The Soviet news
agency Tass for one made use of your propaganda to foment
discord
and incite
1-'lti-China sentiments.
We freely admit
that China's feudal dynasties
did invade Viet Nfltl~ and
we always conde□n such nggression.
Premier Zhou 3nlai
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personally
visited
tha Temple of Heroines Trung Trac
and Trung Nhi in Hanoi to pay tribute
to these fighters
against
aggression
by the Han Dynasty.
But: as
you know, invasion
of 'Viet Nam by Chinese feudal dynasties
took place when the Chinese people had no power and when
they themselves
were ·under the feudal rulers'
brutal
oppression
and persecution.
Therefore,
the Chinese
Co.lillD.unist Party an.d the Government and people of the
People's
Republic of China cannot.be
held responsible.
Soon after the victory
of the Russian October Revolution,
Comrade Lenin said th:1.t the imperialist
powers, Britain,
France and the United States
"tried
to arouse Pol3.11d's
ancient
hatred towards her Great-Russian
oppressors,
tried
to transfer
the Polish workers 1 hatred or the land-·
owners and tsars,
a hundred times deserved,
to the
Russian workers and peasants,
and tried to make the
Polish workers think that the Bolsheviks 1 like the
Russian chauvinists·,
dream of conquering
Poland."
11
(V.I. Lenin 1 Speech to Students
of the Svt::.rdlov
University
Leaving fur the Front",
October 24, 1919)
This, as we see it, is Lenin's
approach to historical
problems.
Viet Nam is
a socialist
country
Do the
Vietnamese
co□ ..-:-ades act in the spirit
of Lenin's
teaching
in doing th0 above?
Werhope that you will stop this.
0

Today, I have been frank with Premier Pham Van Dong
about some problems existing
in the relations
between
our two Parties
and states,
hoping that a solution
will
be found to these problems through a comradely and
in-depth
conversation
so that the revolutionary
friendship and unity between our Parties
and countries
can

--------------~--
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be upheld and enhancedo
ChiI'-a and Viet Nam are
linked
by common mountains and rivers
and closely
relat,jd
as
lips and teeth.
We believe
that unity and friendship
are in the interests
of our two peoples while disunity
and antagonism are harmful to the interests
of botho
We should follow the behests
of Chairman Mao Zedong and
President
Ho Chi Minh and make great efforts,
as always,
to uphold and promote our traditional
friendship
and
unity and not let them be weakened and damaged by
interference
from any quarters~
We believe
that so
long as we have the sincere
desire
of safeguarding
our
friendship
and translate
this desire
into action,
our
friendly
relations
can grow and the Chinese and Vietnamese peoples can live together
in friendship
from
generation
to g.eneratJ.on.
we request Premier Pham Van Dong to convey to
the Central Committ0a of tho Vietnamese Communist Party
and Comrade Le Duan the wis}ws Chairman Hua expressed
in his meeting with you on June 8 and the points I have
discussed
today.
We sincerely
hope that you will seriously
consider
our opj_nions so that a satisfactory
solution
may be found to tha problems existing
between our two
Parties
and states~
As for the quastion
of aid, Premier Pham Van Dong
sent a list
in his latter
of October 15 last year.
We
have not been able to satisfy
your requests.
On behalf
of the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party
and the Chinese Government I talked &bout this matter
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with Vice-Minister
Nguyen Tranh on February 24 this
year, explaining
that interferenca
and sabotage by the
anti-Party
"gang of four" and the natural
calamities
last year have caused many difficulties
to our national
economy, and that over 2,000 million yuan earmarked
for our aid to Viet Nam remains unused, and more than
a hundred projects
for complete sets of equipment arc
yet to be constructed,
whose completion will take us
great efforts
in the coming period of time.
Therefore,
we are in no position
to provide new aid to the Vietnamese comrades.
A..~dI asked him to report this to
Premier Pham Van Don6 ., On March 17, 1977 Vice-Minister
Nguyen Tranh convGy8d Premier Pham Van Dong's reply
and his understanding
of the mattero
So I am not dealing
with this question at length todayo

--

--------
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Notes
(1) Maintaining
the status quo on the border is one of the
principles
affirmed
in the letters
exchanged between the
Chinese and Vietnam.esG Party Central Committees in 1957
and 1958. For a long period of time, this principle
was
followed by the two sides,
so the Sino-Vietnamese
border
was peaceful.
In rec-:mt years, the Vietnamese authorities,
while wantonly instigating
hostile
anti-China
feelings
in
their country,
have been trying in ev~ry way to expand the
extent of their jurisdiction,
nibbling
at, intruding
into
and occupying Chinese territory.
In order to ensure peace
ahd tranquillity
in the areas along the Sino-Vietnamese
border
and maintain
friendly
and cood-neighbourlyrelations,
the
Chinese side has repeatedly
proposed that,
pending a negotiated
settiement
of the boundary question,the
two sides strictly
maintain
the status
quo on the border and refrain
from
unilaterally
changing the extent
of their actual
jurisdiction
in any form and under any pretext.
But the Vietna.lil.ese side
turned a deaf ear to our proposal and with intensified
efforts
made even more armed provocations
and incursions
and created
more bloody conflicts.
Its brutality
and arrogance has beco □e
simply intolerable.
(2) Prior
to traffic.

to 1954, this section
of the railway was not open
In Decenber 1954 the rai~way fro□ Hanoi to Dong

Dang began to be restored
with Chlnese help.
Subsequently,
the section
of the railway fro□ China's Munan Pass

- 19 to Viet Nam's nong Dr~Dg was completed and through traffic
formally
opened on 1,Iarch 1, 1955.
On May 25, 1955 the first
border railway agreement betwGen China and Viet Nam was
signed.

(3) On May 9, 1965 the Government of the Democratic

Republic

of Viet Nam issued a statement
with reference
to the
designation
by U.S. President
Lynd~n B,Johnson of the
"conbat zone" of the U.S. armed forces in Viet Nam,
recognizing
the Xisha. Islands
as belonging
to Chinn.
The
Vietnamese statement
said:
"U.S • .President
Lyndon Johnson designated
the whole of
Vietnam, and the 1djacont waters which extend ro~ghly
100 miles fr~xn the coast of "'lietnarn and part of the
torritoiial
w2tera of the People's
Republic of China
in its Xisha Islands
as 'combat zone' of the United States
armed forc::i$ ••.•. in dirGct threat
to the security
of
the Democratic R.:.:_i)..1.blicof Viet Nam and it$ naighbours •.•• "
(4) i;/hen Vice-Premier
Li :Xiannian ref'errcd
to this question,
Premier }·ham Van Dong produced the untenable
argument that:
"in the war of rcsist·mce
we of course had to place resistance
to U.S. imperialism
=:1.boveeverything
else."
"How should
one understand
our st:3.tements including
the one in my note
to Premier Zhou Enlai?
One should understand
it in the
context
of the historical
circumst2.I1ces of the time."
Vice-Premier
Li Xiannian promptly pointed out that this
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explanation
was not convincing.
He said,
the territorial
question between our two states
should be dealt with
seriously,
war could not justify
a different
interpretation,
and a serious attitude
was called for.
Moreover, there
was no war going on in Viet Nam when on September 14, 1958
Pham Van Dong, as the ?remier of the Government of the
Democratic Republic of Viet Nam, acknowledged in his note
'
to Fremier Zhou ~nlai that the Xisha and Nansha Islands
are Chinese territory.

Rennin Ribno Editorts

Note

In recent ye'lrs,
the Viet!lnmese authorities
deliberately
worked to under□ine the traditional
friendship between the Chinese and Vietnar;iese peoples and kept
poisoning
Sino-Vietnnraese
relations.
The Chinese side was
greatly
pained by this.
The problem was repeo.tely raised
with the Vietnamese leaders
by Chinese leaders
with
admonitions
and in the earnest
hope that the two countries
would remain friendly
to each other.
On September 24,
1975 Comrade Deng Xiaoping talked to Le Dunn, General
Secretary
of the Vietnnmese Party,
in Beijing
about the probleBs axisting
in the relations
between the
two Pnrties
and stat€a and expressed
the hope that they
would be solved through joint effortso
On June lOf 1977
Conrade Li Xirumin.np on behalf of the Cl1inese Po..rty
Central Comrnittc-e, further
held candid discussions
with
Premier Phru1 V::m Do_1gon the so pro blen.s and gs.ve hio a
memorandum on tho st~tements
m~deo The Chinese side hoped
that Sino-Vietnamese
friendship
IJ.ight be protected
from
further
dnnnge and rrcservad
through joint effortso
But most regrottr!.bly
the Vietnamese authorities
completely
disrDg~rded
the sincere
desire of the Chinese
side and huve never replied
to the Chinese leaders'
views aimed at preserving
the relations
between the two
Parties
and states.
Aided and abetted by the Soviet
Union, they picked China as their No. l enemy, and
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have been pursuing with ever greater
vigour a policy
of opposition
and hostility
to China.
That SinoVietn&"llese relations
should have worsened to such an
extent todny is wholly the making of the Vietnamese
authorities.
We now publist
tho full text of the memorandum
handed by Vice-Premier
Li Xiannian to Premier Pham Van
Dong on June 10, 1977, with a few footnotes,
to set
forth the historical
facts.
This will help people to
know more about the true course of development of
Sino-Vietnamese
rel~tions.
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26 March 1979
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authorities
have found themselves,
the Chinese Government
has exercised
restraint
all along.
However, of late,
the
Lao authorities
have suddenly escalated
their anti-China
activities,
openly hurled venomous charges against
China
and even baselessly
accused China of "preparing
to launch an
II
armed invasion
against
Laos.
The same fantastic
lies
were repeated
in a communication dated March 21, 1979 from
the acting Lao Foreign Minister
Khamphay Boupha addressed
to the Secretary-General
of the United Nations.
The Chinese
side has long made it clear solemnly that the Lao authorities'
attacks
on China are sheer fatrications
invented out of
thin air and with ulterior
motives.
Recently,
it has been
pointed out by many fair-minded
analysts
in international
opinion that there is "no sign of China's invasion
of Laos"
and that the assertion
by Laos is "incredible".
This is a
heavy blow to those lie mongers.
What is the real reason behind the Lao authorities'
repeated
false charges against
China?
As is known to all,
in pursuit
of their ambitions
of national
expansionism,
the
Vietnamese authorities
have dispatched
several
tens of
thousands of troops to occupy Laos and thousands of so-called
experts and advisers
to control
the governmental
departments
of Laos, thus in fact bringing
Laos under complete Vietnamese
domination in the military,
political,
economic, cultural,
propaganda and other fields.
rhe Soviet Union has also
intensified
its infiltration
and expansion in Laos.
The
recent anti-China
acts have been taken by Laos under the
instigation
of the Soviet Union and Viet Nam. An eloquent
proof 1s found in the lead taken by the Soviet and Vietnamese
11
Governments in inventing
lies about China's
threat II to
laos and in issuing
statements
to create public opinion to
that effect.
At present,
more than a hundred thousand
Vietnamese aggressor
troops are still
occupying Kampuchea,
and internationally
there is an increasingly
strong call for
Viet Nam to withdraw its forces from Kampuchea.
In order to
extricate
themselves
from their isolation,
the Soviet Union
and Viet Nam, big and small hegemonism, have even resorted
to the despicable
means of spreading
lies and calumnies in
an attempt to divert public attention
and cover up their own
intensified
acts of aggression
and expansion in Inda-China.
Recently,
when the Lao authorities
are tailing
after the
Soviet Union and Viet Nam in attacking
and defaming China,
Viet Nam has sent reinforcements
to the Sino-Lao border area
in a desperate
attempt· to whip up a war atmosphere.
This
cannot but arouse concern.
1

The Chinese Government is always opposed to aggression
and expansion and has made unremitting
efforts
to maintain
peace, security
and stability
in Southeast
Asia, Asia as a
whole and the rest of the world.
We hope that the United
Nations.and
fair-minded
world opinion will pay serious

New York,

March 26, 1979

Excellency,
Recently,
the Lao authorities
have been viciously
attacking
and slandering
China by spreading
a series
of lie3
about China massing troops along the Sino-Lao border,
engaging in combat exercises,
"threatening"
Laos, "invading"
Lao territories,
and so on and so forth.
At the same time,
the Lao authorities
have organized
large-scale
anti-China
rallj_es
on a number of occasions
and unilaterally
~:>r.'l up
agreements
by asking China to halt its aid projects
in Laos
anc:. withdraw Chinese technicians
and experts
in a deliberate
attenpt
to worsen the relations
between the two countries.
In connection
with the above actions
taken by the Lao
authorities,
the Chinese Ministry
of Foreign Affairs
has
already made clear the position
of the Chinese Government
in its Memorandum dated March 10 addressed
to the Lao
Ministry
of Foreign Affairs.
Now, the Chinese side deems
it neccesary
to further
elabor&te
on the true state of
affa.i1•s,
so as to set the record straight
.
China and Laos are friendly
neighbours,
and the
between China and Laos has always been one of friendship.
Over a long period,
the border inhabitants
of the two
countries
have helped and supported
each other.
There has
n~ver been any dispute
or quarrel
along the border.
China
has not a single soldier
in Laos.
The Chinese Government and
people have always supported
the Lao people in their
struggle
against
imperialism
and for national
independence
and
liberation,
and have rendered
assistance
to the reconstruction in Laos to the best of their
capabilities.
Since last
year, with the entry of Vietnamese troops into Laos, the
Lao authorities
have taken a number of actions
detrimental
to the·friendly
relations
between the two countries.
Showing
understanding
for the difficult
plight
in which the Lao
boundary

His Excellency
Secretary-General

Mr. Kurt Waldheim,
of the United

Nations

- 3 -

attention
to the adventurous acts of the Soviet and Vietnamese
authorities
in occupying and controlling
Laos and creating
tension in the region.
We ask the United Nations to continue
its efforts
to force Viet Nam to withdraw all its aggressor
troops from Kampuchea and to force Viet Nam and the Soviet
Union to halt immediately their control of and interference
in Laos and to withdraw the Vietnamese occupation forces from
Laos so as to eliminate the root cause of tension in this
region and serve the interests
of peace, security
and
stability
in Southeast Asia, Asia and the whole world.

I would appreciate
circulation
of this letter
United Nations.
highest

Please accept,
consideration.

it if you could arrange for the
as an official
document of the

Excellency,

the assurances

of

my

(Signed) CHENChu
Permanent Representative
of the
People's Republic of China
to the United Nations
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The enclosed
to the permanent
at the request

communication,
missions

dated 22 March 1979, is transmitted

of the States

Members of the United

of the Permanent Representative

Nations

of China to the

United Nations.

22 March 1979

(Translation)
New York, March 22,

1979

Excellency,
I have the honour

to transmit

to you herewith

a Memorandum handed over by Han Nianlong,
Affairs

of the People's

Republic

of China,

Laos to China on March 10, 1979, strongly
refuting

the Lao Government's

against

China as well

the Foreign

Ministry

as a Note dated
of the People's

Foreign

Ministry

suspend

the construction

engineers
with

on the unilateral

protesting

against

and false

accept,

of

of Foreign

to the Ambassador

of
and

charges

March 14, 1979 addressed

of China to the Lao

Lao decision

to ask China to

I request

that

this

letter

all

Chinese

together
as an official

Nations.
Excellency,

the assurances

of my highest

consideration.

(Signed)
Permanent
People's

CHENChu

Representative
Republic

to the United

His Excellency
Secretary-General

Mr. Kurt Waldheim,
of the United

Nations

from

Republic

Memorandum and Note be circulated

document of the United
Please

Vice Minister

of a highway and to withdraw

and technicians.

the attached

fabrications

the texts

of the
of China

Nations

NOTEFROMTHE CHINESEFOREIGNMINISTRYTO
THE LAO FOREIGNMINISTRY
March 14, 1979
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the People's
Republic
of China presents
its compliments to the Ministry for Foreign
Affairs of the Lao People's Democratic Republic.

-i

In a note dated March 7, 1979 addressed from the acting
Lao Foreign Minister Khamphaw Boupha to the Chinese Foreign
Minister Huang Hua, the Lao Government requested that the
Chinese aide suspend the construction
of the highway from
M. Nam Bak to Luang Prabang city and withdraw all Chinese
engineers and technicians.
In connection with the above unilateral
decision
of
the Lao side, the Chinese Government wishes to state the
following:
The highway from M. Nam Bak to Luang Prabang city is
one of China's aid projects
undertaken in accordance with
an agreement between the Chinese and Lao Governments dated
October 3., 1974. Since the construction
of the highway began
in 1977, the Chinese engineers and technicians,
with the
assistance
of the local Lao people, have surmounted various
difficulties
and accomplished their tasks in the project.
They have won the praise of the Lao people and contributed
to the strengthening
of the friendship
between the people of
China and Laos.
Now on the pretext of the present difficult
and complex situation
in upper Laos, the Lao Government
suddenly made a unilateral
breach of the agreement between
the two Governments, requesting
that the Chinese side
suspend construction
of the project and withdraw all Chinese
engineers and technicians.
This is another step taken by
the Lao Government under the pressure of other countries
to
undermine the traditional
friendship
between the people of
the two countries.
The Chinese Government expresses
immense
regret on this unilateral
and unreasonable
act of the Lao
Government.
In view of the above decision taken by the Lao
Government, the Chinese Government is compelled to suspend
for the time being the construction
of the highway from
M. Nam Bak to Luang Prabang city and withdraw all Chinese
engineers and technicians
as well as the construction
equipment.
The Chinese Government requests that the Lao
Government provide convenience and assistance
to the withdrawal of the Chinese engineers and technicians
and the
construction
equipment and ensure the safety of these
personnel and equipment.
To facilitate
the smooth handling
of the work, the Chinese Government suggests that the Lao
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Government instruct
Lao departments concerned to assist
officials
or the Chinese Embassy in Laos to make specific
arrangements in upper Laos for the withdrawal.
The Chinese and Lao peoples have cultivated
profound
friendship
in protracted
revolutionary
struggle.
The
Chinese Government believes
that any act undermining this
friendship
will not be countenanced by the Lao people.
We
advise the Lao Government not to continue to slip down the
anti-China
road.

MEMORANDUM

10 March, 1979

l.On March 6, 1979 the Lao Government issued a statement
viciously
attacking
China and falsely
charging that China
was massing troops along the Lao border,
threatening
Laos,
smuggling commandos and spies to disturb
the order and
security
of Laos and carry out propaganda against
the line
and policies
pursued by the Lao Government and interfering
in its internal
affairs.
Before that,
the Director
of the
General Office of the Lao Foreign Ministry
Soubanh metthe
Chinese Ambassador to Laos and made the groundless
charge
that China shelled
Lao territory
on the Laotian side of the
Sino-Lao border and slanderously
alleged
that China helped
the troops of Kong Le to get ready to attack Laos.
The
Chinese Government solemnly declares
that the above-mentioned
charges by the Lao Government are fantastic
fabrications
concocted out of thin air.
On March 7, the Lao Government
unilaterally
tore up an agreement between the two countries
and compelled us to stop the construction
of highways in
northern
Laos and withdraw Chinese experts.
The Chinese
Government feels great indignation
and hereby lodges a
strong protest
with the Lao Government.
2.It must be pointed out that the above are premeditated
actions
of the Lao Government, which constitute
a grave
step designed to create issues between China and Laos and
undermine the friendship
between the people of the two
countries.
In the past few days, the Lao side repeatedly
spread the lie that China's counterattack
in self-defence
along the Sino-Vietnamese
border "posed a threat
to the
order and security
of Laos" and made anti-China
propaganda
among its people,
urging them "to get ready to fight at any
time."
Before the above-mentioned
statement
of the Lao
Government, the Soviet and Vietnamese Governments had
clamoured in their statements
that China was preparing
for
"an invasion
of Laos".
Thus it can be seen that the antiChina actions
on the part of Laos were instigated
by the
Soviet Union and Viet Nam and conducted by the Soviet Union,
Viet Nam and Laos in close coordination.
By following
the
Soviet Union and Viet Nam in intensifying
anti-China
activities
and undermining the traditional
friendship
between
the Chinese and Lao peoples,
the Lao authorities
will only harm
the fundamental
interests
of the Lao people.
3.China and Laos are friendly
neighbours
linked by
common mountains and rivers.
The Sino-Lao boundary has
been one of peace and tranquillity.
The Chinese Government
and people have always valued and upheld the friendship
between the two peoples.
The Chinese people have always
cherished
a deep affection
for the Lao people.
In the spirit
of proletarian
internationalism,
China has for a long time
rendered whatever assistance
it could to Laos in the course
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of the latter's
revolution
and construction.
We have never
wronged the Lao people.
Owing to a set of circumstances,
Laos has for some time taken a number of unfriendly
actions
against
us, but we have always shown understanding
for the
difficulty
it was in and exercised
restraint
even when Laos
went so far as to attack China by innuendo in its open
statements.
Now, acting under pressure
from certain
quarters,
the Lao Government has taken grave anti-China
steps and
blamed the Chinese side for the deterioration
of relations
between China and Laos. This cannot but arouse the serious
concern of the Chinese Government.
We earnestly
counsel the
Lao Government to value the fundamental
interests
of the
Chinese and Lao peoples and their traditional
friendship
and
refrain
from doing any more things detrimental
to the
friendship
between our two peoples.

UNITED NATIONS
GENERAL
ASSEMBLY

GENERALASSEMBLY
Thirty-fourth
session
Item 11 of the preliminary
list*
REPORTOF THE SECURITYCOUNCIL
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COUNCIL

Distr.
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Letter dated 5 March 1979 from the Permanent Representative
of
China to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General
I have the honour to transmit
to you herewith the full text of the statement
issued by the Xinhua News Agency on 5 March 1979 upon authorization
of the Chinese
Government and request that this statement
be circulated
as an official
document of
the General Assembly, under item 11 of the preliminary
list,
and of the Security
Council.
(Signed)
CHENChu
Permanent Representative
of the
People's
Republic of China
to the United Nations
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ANNEX
Statement
issued by the Xinhua News Agency on 5 March 1919
upon authorization
of the Chinese Government

The Xinhua News Agency is authorized
following
statement:

by the

Chinese

Government

to issue

the

The Chinese frontier
troops have attained
the goals set for them since
they were compelled to launch a counterattack
in self-defence
on 11 February
against
ceaseless
armed provocations
and incursions
of the Vietnamese
aggressors
against
China.
The Chinese Government announces that,
starting
from 5 March 1919, all Chinese frontier
troops are withdrawing
to Chinese
territory.
The Chinese Government reiterates
that we do not want a single inch of
Vietnamese territory,
but neither
will we tolerate
incursions
into Chinese
territory.
All we want is a peaceful
and stable border.
We hope that this
just stand of the Chinese Government will be respected
by the Government of
Viet Nam and the Governments of other countries
in the world.
We warn the
Vietnamese authorities
that they must make no more armed provocations
and
incursions
along the Chinese border after
the withdrawal
of the Chinese
frontier
troops.
The Chinese Government solemnly states
that the Chinese side
reserves
the right to strike
back again in self-defence
in case of a
recurrence
of such Vietnamese activities.
We have always held that disputes
between nations
should be settled
peacefully
through negotiations.
The Chinese Government proposes once again
that the Chinese and Vietnamese sides speedily
hold negotiations
to discuss
ways of ensuring peace and tranquillity
along the border between the two
countries
and then proceed to settle
the boundary and territorial
disputes.
We sincerely
hope that the Vietnamese side will respond positively
to our
proposal.
The Chinese Government is prepared
to give serious
consideration
to any proposals
that will help to safeguard
peace and tranquillity
in the
border areas and resolve
the disputes
concerned.
Between the Chinese and Vietnamese peoples there is a traditional
friendship
which is not only in the interests
of our two peoples but also in
the interests
of the people of South-East
Asia, of Asia as a whole and of the
entire world.
The Chinese people highly value their
friendship
with the
Vietnamese people.
Although this friendship
has in recent years been damaged
to our distress,
we eagerly hope that it may be restored.
We hope that the
Vietnamese authorities
will take the fundamental
interests
of the two peoples
at heart and stop pursuing their
hostile
anti-China
policy,
so that the
Chinese and Vietnamese peoples may live together
in friendship
from generation
to generation.
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We believe
that our positive
and constructive
stand will enjoy widespread
international
sympathy and support.
At the same time, we hope that all
countries
and people that love peace and uphold justice
will take measures to
urge the Vietnamese authorities
to stop promptly their
aggression
against
Kampuchea and withdraw all their
forces of invasion
back to their
own
territory
so as to serve the interests
of the peace, security
and stability
of
South-East
Asia and of Asia as a whole.
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New York, March 5, 1979

1tA

Excellency,
I have the honour
text

of the Statement

issued

1979 upon authorization
that

this

General

Statement

accept,

to you herewith

the full

by the Xinhua News Agency on March 5,

of the Chinese
be circulated

Assembly under
Please

to transmit

Government

and request

as an official

document of the

item 11 of the preliminary
Excellency,

list.

the assurances

of my highest

consideration.

(Sigaed)
Permanent
People's

CHENChu

Representative
Republic

to the United

His Excellency
Secretary-General

Mr. Kurt Waldheim,
of the United

Nations

of the
of China

Nations

STATEMENTBY XINHUANEWSAGENCYUPON AUTHORIZATION
March 5, 1979
The Xinhua News Agency is
Government to issue the following

authorized
statement:

by

the

Chinese

The Chinese frontier
troops have attained
the goals
set for -them since they were compelled to launch a counterattack
in self-defence
on February 17 against
ceaseless
armed provocations
and incursions
of the Vietnamese
aggressors
against
China.
The Chinese Government announces
tJiat starting
from March 5, 19 79, all Chinese frontier
troops are withdrawing
to Chinese Ctn•ritory.
The Chinese Government reiterates
that we do not want
a single
inch of Vietnamese
territory,
but neither
will we
tolerate
incursions
into Chinese territory.
All we want is
_a peaceful
and stable
border.
We hope that 'this just
stand of the Chinese Government will be respected
by the
Government of Viet Nam and the Governments of other
countries
in the world.
We warn the Vietnamese
authorities
that they must make no more armed provocations
and
incursions
along the Chinese border after
the withdrawal
of the Chinese frontier
troops.
The Chinese Government
solemnl
states
that the Chinese side reserves
the right
t strike
back again in se - e ence in case of a
recurrence
of such Vietnamese activities.
We have always held that disputes
between nations
should be settled
peacefully
through negotiations.
The
Chinese Government proposes
once again that the Chinese and
Vietnamese
sides speedily
hold negotiations
to discuss
ways
of ensuring
peace and tranquillity
along the border between
the two countries
and then proceed to settle
the boundary
and territorial
disputes.
We sincerely
hope that the
Vietnamese side will respond positively
to our proposal.
The Chinese Government is prepared
to give serious
consideration
to any proposals
that will help to safeguard
peace and tranquillity
in the border areas and resolve
the
disputes
concerned.
Between the Chinese and Vietnamese peoples
there is
a traditional
friendship
which is not only in the interests
of our two peoples but also in the interests
of the people
of Southeast
Asia, of Asia as a whole and of the entire
world.
The Chinese people highly value their
friendship
with the Vietnamese people.
Although this friendship
has

-
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in recent years been damaged to our distress,
we eagerly
hope that it may be restored.
We hope that the Vietnamese
authorities
will take the fundamental
interests
of the two
peoples at heart and stop pursuing their hostile
anti-China
policy so that the Chinese and Vietnamese peoples may live
together
in friendship
from generation
to generation.
We believe that our positive
and constructive
stand
enjoy widespread international
sympathy and support.
At the same time, we hope that all countries
and people
that love peace and uphold justice
will take measures to
urge the Vietnamese authorities
to stop promptly t:neir
a&.Siression against
Kampuchea and withdraw all their forces
of invasion back to their own territory
so as to serve the
interest
of the peace, security
and stability
of Southeast
Asia and of Asia as a whole.

will

•
V

(Translation)
New York, March 5, 1979
Excellency,
I have the honour
text

of the Statement

issued

1979 upon authorization
that

this

General

Statement

accept,

to you herewith

the full

by the Xi~hua News Agency on March 5,

of the Chinese
be circulated

Assembly under
Please

to transmit

Government

and request

as an official

document of the

item 11 of the preliminary
Excellency,

list.

the assurances

of my highest

consideration.

(Signed)
Permanent
People's

CHENChu

Representative
Republic

to the United

His Excellency
Secretary-General

Mr. Kurt Waldheim,
of the United

Nations

of the
of China

Nations
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STATEMENTBY XINHUANEWSAGENCYUPON AUTHORIZATION
March 5, 1979
The Xinhua News Agency is
Government to issue the following

authorized
statement:

by the

Chinese

The Chinese frontier
troops have attained
the goals
set for them since they were compelled to launch a counterattack
in self-defence
on February
17 against
ceaseless
armed provocations
and incursions
of the Vietnamese
aggressors
against
China.
The Chinese Government announces
that starting
from March 5, 1979, all Chinese frontier
troops are withdrawing
to Chinese territory.
The Chinese Government reiterates
that we do not want
a single
inch of Vietnamese
territory,
but neither
will we
tolerate
incursions
into Chinese territory.
All we want is
.a peaceful
and stable
border.
We hope that this just
stand of the Chinese Government will be respected
by the
Government of Viet Nam and the Governments of other
countries
in the world.
We warn the Vietnamese
authorities
that they must make no more armed provocations
and
incursions
along the Chinese border after
the withdrawal
of the Chinese frontier
troops.
The Chinese Government
solemnly states
that the Chinese side reserves
the right
to strike
back again in ~elf-defence
in caie of a
recurrence
of such Vietnamese
activities.
We have always held that disputes
between nations
should be settled
peacefully
through negotiations.
The
Chinese Government proposes
once again that the Chinese and
Vietnamese sides speedily
hold negotiations
to discuss
ways
of ensuring
peace and tranquillity
along the border between
the two countries
and then proceed to settle
the boundary
and territorial
disputes.
We sincerely
hope that the
Vietnamese side will respond positively
to our proposal.
The Chinese Government is prepared
to give serious
consideration
to any proposals
that will help to safeguard
peace and tranquillity
in the border areas and resolve
the
disputes
concerned.
Between the Chinese and Vietnamese peoples
there is
a traditional
friendship
which is not only in the interests
of our two peoples but also in the interests
of the people
of Southeast
Asia, of Asia as a whole and of the entire
world.
The Chinese people highly value their
friendship
with the Vietnamese people.
Although this friendship
has

..
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in recent years been damaged to our distress,
we eagerly
hope that it may be restored.
We hope that the Vietnamese
authorities
will take the fundamental
interests
of the two
peoples at heart and stop pursuing
their hostile
anti-China
policy
so that the Chinese and Vietnamese peoples may live
together
in friendship
from generation
to gen.eration.
We believe
that our positive
and constructive
stand
will enjoy widespread
international
sympathy and support.
At the same time, we hope that all countries
and people
that love peace and uphold justice
will take measures to
urge the Vietnamese authorities
to stop promptly their
aggression
against
Kampuchea and withdraw all their
forces
of invasion
back to their
own territory
so as to serve the
interest
of the peace, security
and stability
of Southeast
Asia and of Asia as a whole.

UNITED

NATIONS
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Distr.
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LETTERDATED1 MARCH
1979 FROMTHE PERMANENT
REPRESEN'rATIVE
OF CHINATO THE UNITEDNATIONSADDRESSED
TO THE PRESIDENT
OF THE SECURITYCOUNCIL
I have the honour to transmit to you herewith the text of a note sent by the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the People's Republic of China to the Vietnamese
Embassy in China on 1 March 1979. I would req_uest that this note be circulated
as a document of the Security Council.
(Signed)
CHENChu
Permanent Representative
of the
People's Republic of China
to the United Nations

'79-05375
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Annex
Note dated

1 March 1979 from the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs
of China to the Vietnamese Embassy in China

The Ministry
of Foreign Affairs
of the People's
Republic of China presents
its compliments to the Embassy of the Socialist
Republic of Viet Nam in China and
has the honour to state as follows:
On 17 February 1979, the Chinese Government issued a solemn statement
in which
it proposed that the Chinese and Vietnamese sides speedily
hold negotiations
to
discuss
the restoration
of peace and tranquillity
along the border between the two
countries
and proceed to settle
the disputes
concerning
the boundary and territory.
It is to be regretted
that the Vietnamese side has failed
to make a positive
response to this proposal
of the Chinese side.
However, the Chinese Government still
hopes to see a settlement
of the
disputes
between the two countries
through peaceful
negotiations.
To this end,
the Chinese Government would like to propose once again to the Vietnamese
Government that each side appoint a Vice-Minister
of Foreign Affairs
as its
representative
to meet as soon as possible
at a mutually agreed place for concrete
negotiations
on ending the current
border conflict
between the two countries
and
any constructive
measures that can ensure peace and tranquillity
along the border
between the two countries,
and then proceed to settle
the disputes
between the two
countries
concerning
the boundary and territory.
The Chinese side would welcome
Vietnamese ideas about the level,
venue and other matters
of the negotiations
between the two sides.
This proposal
of the Chinese Government accords with the will and interests
of the Chinese and Vietnamese peoples in maintaining
relations
of peace and
friendship,
and also meets the earnest
desire of the majority
of the countries
in
the world and international
opinion to see a cessation
of the border conflict
between China and Viet Nam and an assured peace between the two countries.
It is
hoped that the Vietnamese Government will give serious
consideration
and make a
positive
response to the Chinese Government's
sincere
proposal.
the

The Ministry
of Foreign Affairs
avails
itself
of this
Embassy the assurances
of its highest
consideration.
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CONFIDENTIAL

Notes on a meeting held in the Secretary-General's
on Tuesday, 20 February 1979 2 at 6.00 pm
Present:

l

--~.-cu..:.r::~,:.._c -::_..ei;

office

The Secretary-General
H.E. Mr. Chen Chu, Permanent Representative
of the
People's
Republic of China to the United Nations
Mr. Kuo Chia-ting,
First
Secretary,
Permanent
Mission of the People's
Republic of China to
the United Nations
Mr. Rafeeuddin
Ahmed

The Secretary-General
expressed
his concern over the
latest
developments
and expressed
the hope that a way will
be found out of the dilemma.
The Ambassador replied
that
the Chinese counter-attack
against
the Viet Namese would be
limited
in time and scope.
He had reported
to Peking all
the developments
that had taken place in New York, including·
the feelings
and expectations
of their
f~iends as well as
the feelings
of the soviet Union.
Peking had repeatedly
told
him that the action was limited:
the purpose was to defend
their own borders
and, in due time, their
forces will come
back.
As regards
the Security
Council consideration
of the
situation,
he had already
explained
to the Secretary-General
at the previous
meeting why they felt that priority
should
be given to the request
of Democratic
Kampuchea.
China was
not in favour of mixing the two issues
- which are totally
different
in nature,
scope and objectives.
If the meeting
were held to discuss
all the issues
involved,
then, whatever
be the intentions
of those who propose that,
the result
will
be to spearhead
criticism
against
China rather
than focus on
the Karnpuchean question.
They were aware that this is not what
their Western and non-aligned
friends
would like to happen
but, in their view, this would be the inevitable
result
if
the issues were to be discussed
together.
In those
circumstances,
the Soviet Union and Viet Nam will attack
China and the non-aligned
and Western friends
will also be
critical.
They might appear to join the Russians.
China was
reluctant
to take issue with its friends
in the open, whether
in informal
consultations
or in a formal meeting.
China
knew the United States was under pressure
to take action.
There was criticism
that they had colluded
with China and
public opinion was agitated.
China has been telling
its
friends
that the United States
disapproved
of its action.
China was also explaining
that its action ~as not linked to
the events in Kampuchea.
It is being suggested
by some
people that their
purpose was to force Viet Nam.ts withdrawal
from Kampuchea.
In fact,
their
aim was to secure their own
borders.
If they had Kampuchea in mind, the objective
would
not be a limited
one.
As a friend,
the Ambassador could tell

- 2 -

the Secretary-General
that after
the Chinese teach the Viet
Narnese a lesson they will be more cautious
in southeast
Asia.
This, however, would be an objective
result
of the current
situation.
They understood
the concern of their
friends
about possible
escalation
of the conflict.
They had,
however, taken the action after
serious
consideration.
The
Soviet Union may accuse them,intimidate
them and take some
local action against
them.
China knew that and was prepared
for it.
It was not possible
for the soviet Union to embark on
a large-scale
invasion.
China can take care of itself
and will
not involve others.
Maybe the Soviet Union may not have time
enough to react before the whole thing is over.
So the
Ambassador hoped that individual
consultations
among Security
Council members would be handled in a more appropriate
manner.
They would not like to expose the differences
to the public.
Of course,
they would like to shorten
the whole matter but
they would like their
friends
to be a little
more patient
and
meet them half way.
China was not basically
against
a meeting
while the President
of the Security
Council had told him that
the USSR was opposed to it because of fear of discussing
Kampuchea.
The non-aligned
friends
of China there are willing
to wait.
The question
now is the United States 1 attitude.
China has asked its friends
to calm the United States
and he
was reporting
to his Government to speed up the whole process.
The United States need not worry as they will not be involved.
The Secretary-General
appreciated
the frankness
with
which the .Ambassador had given him information
on the Chinese
position.
He recalled
that at today's
luncheon he had stressed
the importance
of quiet diplomacy and mentioned
the useful
role the President
of the Security
Council was playing.
There
was great uneasiness
among the members of the Council and the
general
trend was towards securing
agreement on how to
proceed further.
He was trying
to help the President
in his
efforts
to avoid a confrontation.
Everyone was asking the
question
what were the intentions
of the Chinese?
In this
context,
it would be most helpful
if China could provide more
concrete
indications
of its intentions.
There were news
reports
that a decision
had been taken to withdraw but these
reports
had not been confirmed.
If they were to be true,
it
would help to avoid a widening of the conflict.
It was
imperative
to receive
an indication
from China about the
limited
nature of its action in a more concrete
form.
This
was in the foreground
of the concern of China's
friends
who
wish to avoid a confrontation
with it.
The Ambassador stated
that China also wanted to avoid
a confrontation
with anyone except the Soviet Union.
That
was why they preferred
to thrash out the differences
in
private.
From the statement
by Xinhua, it already
could be
understood
that their objective
was limited.
He recalled
the previous
example of China's
conflict
with India in 1962
when they had not only withdrawn their
forces but released
all
political
prisoners
and returned
the captured
weapons after
repairing
them.
He repeated
that they were not against
a

·.t
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meeting of the Security
Council but the question
was when
would be the right moment for it.
The Secretary-General
asked whether his understanding
was correct
that China wanted
a little
more time to clarify
the situation
concerning
withdrawal
of its forces.
The Ambassador replied
in the
affirmative.
The Secretary-General
asked whether this might
come soon.
The .Ambassador said he hoped so.
In his view,
they could not attack Hanoi as it was too far from the border
and in that case the war would be unlimited.
It should be
possible
to resolve
the border dispute
with the Viet Narnese
without
large-scale
fighting.
They had similar
disputes
with the Soviet Union and no big conflict
had taken place.
They had also settled
border disputes
with other nations
and,
indeed,
did not have any problem with the Viet Namese before
now. In fact,
they had given the Viet Narnese assistance
worth
$20 billion
in their
fight against
the United States.
After
the vi~tory,
their heads had become swollen and they were
thinking
in terms O'f a greater
Indochinese
state.
In conclus1on,
the Ambassador asked the Secretary-General
to use his influence
with the United States
to calm them down. China would wish to
maintain
the unity manifested
by thirteen
members of the
Security
Council last month.
The Secretary-General
enquired whether they had talked
to the United States.
The Ambassador said that they had done
so.
He explained
that China wants things to go well with the
United States
after normalization
of relations.
They should
know China's
intentions.
They could issue a public statement
but should not force an open debate at this time.
The
Secretary-General
stated
that he would take the question
up
with the United States'
representatives
and inform them of
China's
position.
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Note dated 1 March 1979 from the Ministry
of Foreign
of China to the Vietnamese
Embassy in China

Affairs

,.

The Ministry

of Foreign Affairs
of the People's
of China presents
its compliments
to the Embassy of
the Socialist
Republic
of Viet Nam in China and has the honour
to state
a~s:
.I'
•
.
0n(February\,J.}'1;._ 1979, th~ Chinese Government
issued
a·
solemn statement
in•which
it proposed _that the Chinese and
Vietnamese
sides speedily
hold negotiations
to discuss the
restoration
of peace and tranquillity
along
the border
between
the two countries
and proceed to settle
the disputes
concerning
the boundary and territoryD
It is to be regretted
that the Vietnamese
side has failed
to make a positive
response
to this
proposal
of the Chinese
side._
However, the Chinese Government still
hopes to see a
settlement
of' the disputes
between
the two countries
through
peaceful
negotiations.
To this
end, the Chinese
Government
would like to
ro ose once a ain to the Vietnamese
Government
ta
each side appoint
a Vice-Hinister
o .ore
gn Affa rs a
its representative
to meet as soon as possiole
at a
mutually
agreed place f'or concrete
negotiations
on ending "the
current. border conflict
between the two countries
and any
constructive
measures
that can ensure peace and tranquillity
along the border
between the two countries,
and then proceed
_ to settle
the disputes
between _the two countries
concerning
.the boundary and territory.
The Chinese side would welcome
Vietnamese
ideas about the level,
venue and other
matters
of
the negotiations
between the two sides.
This proposal
of the Chinese Government accords with
the will and interests
of the Chinese and Vietnamese
peoples
in maintaining
relations
of peace and friendship,
and also
meets the earnest
desire
of the majority
or the countries in
the world and international
opinion
to see a cessation
of the
border conflict
between China and Viet Nam and an assured
peace between the two countries.
It is hoped
that the
Vietnamese
Government will give serious
consideration
and
make a positive
response
to the Chinese Government's
sincere
proposal.
The Ministry
of Foreign
Affairs
avails
itself
of this
opportunity
to renew to the Embassy the assurance~
of its
highest
consideration.
Republic
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CONFIDENTIAL
Notes on a meeting held in the Secretary-General's
on Tuesday,
27 February
1979, at 6.00 pm
Present:

office

The Secretary-General
H.E. Mr. Chen Chu, Permanent Representative
of the
People's
Republic
of China to the United Nations
Mr. Kuo Chia-ting,
First
Secretary,
Permanent
Mission of the People 1 s Republic
of China to
the United Nations ,
Mr. Lin Jen-chieh,
Third Secretary,
Permanent
Mission of the People's
Republic
of China to
the United Nations
•
Mr. Rafeeuddin
Ahmed

The Ambassador stated
that he had just given the
President
of the Security
Council his opinion
on the proposed
working draft
and wished to convey it to the Secretary-General.
China found the ASEAN draft
acceptable.
They would have been
ready to support
it but now it was not on the table.
Their
basic position
was first
that if ceasefire
was mentioned
then
withdrawal
must also be mentioned.
If only ceasefire
was
mentioned
then China will oppose the resolution.
Secondly,
withdrawal
must apply to both the Viet Namese aggression
against
Kampuchea and the Sino/Viet
Namese border conflict.
If the withdrawal
would only apply to China or if there was
any implication
to that effect,
China would object
to it.
The Ambassador said that China was not opposed to the offer
of 11good offices"
made by the Secretary-General
but, to be
useful,
it must be based on these.two
premises.
The ASEAN
paper was based on them and that was why they could accept
it.
The President's
paper, however, did not conform to these
two points
and, therefore,
China could not accept it.
He
only asks for withdrawal
from occupied
territory
in the
singular.
That could be interpreted
to be directed
only to
China.
The Soviet Union and Viet Nam could well say that
Viet Nam is not occupying
Kampuchean territory
but was there
because of the recently
concluded
treaty
of friendship.
China
had already
indicated
that it would withdraw.
It would do
so with or without
a Security
Council resolution.
Taking all
the aspects
into account,
in their
view, the President's
paper would direct
the spearhead
against
China and legitimize
Viet Namese occupation
of Kampuchea.

C

>
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The Secretary-General
mentioned
that the President's
paper does not refer
to any country and, perhaps,
the
President
might be ready to change the key word to
"territories".
The Ambassador responded
that they were
ready even for the mentioning
of the names of the countries,
including
their
own. If this was not acceptable,
then the
minimum was the ASEAN proposal
which asks the parties
to
withdraw to their
own countries.
Furthermore,
if the
Secretary-General
is called
upon to exercise
his "good
offices~
he must then work on securing
a ceasefire
and
withdrawal
by all countries.
In addition,
the text is
ambiguous in so far as it asks the Secretary-General
to
proceed to Southeast
Asia.
This could mean also Phnom Penh.
Such a visit
there would legitimize
the occupation
of
Kampuchea.
The Secretary-General
replied
that he would not
consider
going there because,
in the United Nations,
it is
the Pol Pot government which is still
recognized.
The
Secretary-General
also had the impression
that the other
parties
are equally
unhappy for different
reasons with the
Presiden~s
draft.
The President
had told him that,
in any
case, he would not present
the draft unless
it was agreed to
by all sides.
The ASEAN countries
are now waiting
to see
whether the President
will persist
with his draftr
if not,
they would consider
presenting
their
own.
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NOTES ON A MEETING HELD IN THE SECRETARY-GENERAL'S
OFFICE ON SATURDAY 17 FEBRUARY 1979
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Upon instructions
from the Government of the People's
Republic of China and
in accordance
with Article
51 of the United Nations Charter,
I have t~1e honour to
transmit
to you herewith
the full text of the statement
issued by the_ Xinhua i'Jeus
Agency on 17 February 1979 upon c1uthorization
of the Chinese Government and request
that this letter
and the statement
be circulated
as a document of the Security
Council.

( Signed)
CHEN Chu
Permanent Representative
of the
People's
Republic of China
to the United Nations

79-04208
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Annex
Statement

issued by the Xinhua News f'.__,rrency
on 17 February
upon authorization
of the Chinese Government

The Xinhua News Ar,ency is authorized
followin,'3 st at ement today:

by the

Chinese

Government

1979

to issue

the

Icnorinri: China's repeated
warnin:'"s, the Vietnamese
ci,uthorities
have of late
continually
sent armed forces to encroach on Chinese territory
and attack
Chinese
frontier
r;uarcls and inhabitants,
C8.usinr' A. rapid deterioration
of the situation
and seriously
threateninr,
the peace and security
of Chinais frontiers.
Driven
beyond forbearance,
Chinese frontier
troops have been forced to rise in
counterattA.ck.
While recklessly
pushinr: an anti-China
and anti-Chinese
policy,
the Vietnamese
authorities
have in the past two years carried
out incessant
armed provocations
and hostile
activities
in China's border areas.
Trea~urinr,
the friendship
between
the Chinese and Vietnamese peoples an,l exercisin,c,: restraint
and forbearance,
the
Chinese side has re-peate<lly r:iven ac~vice and served warnin,n: to the Vietnamese
authorities
with a view to avoidin 0 a worsenin~ of the situatiori.
But the
Vietnamese
authorities,
emboldened by the support of the Soviet Union and
mistakin11: China's restraint
and desire
for peace as a sir';n of weakness,
have
become more and more unscrupulous
and kept escalatinc.
their
armed incursions
into
China's border areas.
They have concentrated
massive armed forces alonP, the
Sino-Vietnamese
border and repeate~ly
encroached
on China's
territory.
They have
flar;rantly
laid mines anJ. built
defence works on Chiaese territory,
wilfully
opened up with rifles
and ~uns to destroy
Chinese villac:es
and kill Chinese
soldiers
and civilians,
plundered
Chinese properties
and attacked
Chinese train~,
thus causinr, r'.rave incidents
of bloodshed.
In the past six months alone,
the
Vietnamese
have made armed provocations
on more than TOO occasions
and killed
or
wounded more than 300 Chinese frontier
e:uards and inhabitants.
By such rampant
acts of a,":r:ression the Vietnamese authorities
have meant to provoke military
conflicts
and heip:hten tension
alonP China's
southern
border and disrupt
China's
socialist
modernization
proPramme.
Such acts of ap~ression
of Viet Nam, if
allowed to e,o unchecked,
will no doubt endanl7er the peace and stability
of
South-East
Asia and even those of the whole of Asia.
It is the consistent
position
of the Chinese Government and people that we
will not attack unless we are 'J.ttacked :, if we are attacked,
we will certainly
counterattack.
The Chinese frontier
troops are fully justified
to rise in
counterattack
when they are driven beyond forbearance.
We want to build up our
country and need a peaceful
international
environment.
We would not like to fir-:ht.
We do not want a sinr:le inch of Vietnamese territory,
but neither
will we tolerate
wanton incursions
into Chinese territory.
All we want is a peaceful
and. stable
border,
After counterattackin1;
the Vietnamese
ae;"'.ress~rs as they deserve,
the
Chinese frontier
troops will strictly
keep to defendinr,
the border of their
own
country.
We believe
this Chinese position
will enjoy the ~ympathy and support of
all the countries
and people who love peace and uphold justice.

I ...
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The Chinese and Vietnamese peoples,
sympathizinr,:
with and. supportin~
each
other in their
lon~ revolutionary
stru~~les,
have for~ed a profound friendship.
Today's grave armed conflict
between China and Viet Nam is wholly the makinr of
the Vietnamese
authorities
actinr, contrary
to the will of the Chinese and
Vietnamese peoples.
The Chinese Government and people treasure
and uphold the
friendship
between the two peoples.
They have done so and will continue
to do so
in future.

..

The Chinese Government solemnly demands that the Vietnamese authorities
at
once stop armed incursions
and all acts of provocation
and sabot:ir;e in Chinese
border areas,
withdraw all their
armed personnel
from the Chinese territory
they
have ille~ally
occupied and respect
China's
soverei~nty
and territorial
inteGrity.
The Chinese Government has always stood for a fair and reasonable
settlement
of
the disputes
between the two countries
throur,h neaceful
neGotiations.
Past
negotiations
have all failed
because of lack of e:ood faith on the Vietnamese
side.
The Chinese Government now proposes again that the two sicles speedily
hold
nerotiations
at any mutually
at)reed place between representatives
of an appropriate
level to discuss
the restoration
of peace and tranquillity
olone the border between
the two countries
and proceed to settle
the disputes
concernini:; the boundary and
territory.
The Chinese Government is prepared
to enter into concrete
ne~otiations
on any constructive
measures that can ensure peace and tranquillity
alonP, the
border between the two countries.
At this time when Chinese frontier
troons
are forced to repulse
Vietnamese
armed incursiems,
the Chinese G\l'Overnment appeals to the Vietnamese authorities
to
stop on the precipice,
retract
from the wronr, path and do not :~o any farther.
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REPORTOF THE SECURITYCOUNCIL
Letter dated 17 Februarv 1979 frera the Perma.nent Representative
of China to the United Nations
'lddresseiJ. to the 81:!cretaryGeneral
Upon instructi~ns
frem the Government of the People's
Republic •f China and
in a.ecurdance with Artiele
51 •f the Uni tea. Nations Charter,
I have the honour to
transmit
to y~u herewith the full text of the statement
issued by the Xinhua News
Ageney l"ln 17 February 1979 upon authorizati•n
-:r the Chinese Govermnent and
request
tha.t this letter
and the statement
be circulated
as an efficial
doc~~ent
•f the General Assembly under item 11 of the preliminary
list.

(Sip,ned)
CHEN Chu
Permanent Repre~entative
ef the
Peeple 1 s Republic of China
t• the United Nati•ns
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Statement

issued by the Xinhua News Ap:ency on 17 February
upon authorization
of the Chinese Government

The Xinhua News Agency is
following
statement
today:

authorized

by the

Chinese

Government

1979

to issue

the

Ignoring
China's
repeated
warnings,
the Vietnamese
authorities
have of late
continually
sent armed forces to encroach on Chinese territery
and attack
Chinese
frontier
~uards and inhabitants,
causinf
a rapid deterioration
of the situatien
and
seriously
threatening
the rieace and security
of China's
frontiers.
Driven beyond
forbearance,
Chinese frontier
troons have been forced to rise in counterattack.
\Jhile recklessly
pushin~ an anti-China
and anti-Chinese
policy,
the Vietnamese
authorities
have in the past two years carried
out incessant
arr.1ec provocations
and
hostile
activities
in China's
b•rder
areas.
Treasurin~
the friendship
between the
Chinese and Vietnamese
peoples
ano exercisinf
restraint
and forbearance,
the Chinese
side has repeatedly
r;iven advice and served warninp: to the Vietnamese
authorities
with a view to avoiding
a worsening
of the situation.
Dut the Vietnamese
authorities,
emboldened by th~ suyiport o:f the Soviet Uni•n and mistaking
China's
restraint
and desire
for peace as a sign of weakness,
have become more and more
unscrupulous
and kept escalating
their
armed incursions
into China's border areas.
They have concentrated
massive armed forces
along the Sino-Vietnamese
border and
repeatedly
encroached
on China's
territory.
They have fla~rantly
laid mines and
built
defence works on Chinese territor:r,
wilfully
opened up with rifles
and guns
te destroy
Chinese villages
and kill
Chinese soldiers
and civilians,
plundered
Chinese properties
and attacked
Chinese trains,
thu:3 causing
e;rave incidents
of
blel'\dshed.
In the past six months alone,
the Vietnamese
have made armed
provoeations
on more than TOO occasions
and killed
or weunded more than 300 Chinese
frontier
guards and inhabitants.
By such rampant
acts of aggressi,.n
the Vietnamese
auth-.rities
have meant to provolce military
conflicts
and heighten
tension
along
China's
s-uthern
border and disrupt
China's
socialist
modernization
programme.
Such
acts of aggression
of Viet Nam, if allowed to go unched:ed,
will nr, doubt endanger
the peace and stability
of Sr-,uth-East Asia and even those of the whole of Asia.
It is the consistent
position
of the Chinese Government and people that we
will not attack
unless we are attacked.
If we are attacked,
ue will certainly
counterattack.
The Chinese frontier
troops
are fully justified
to rise in
counterattack
when they are driven beyond forbearance.
We want to build up our
country and need a peaceful
international
environment.
Fe would not like to fight.
He do not want a sin~le
inch of Vietnamese
territory,
but neither
will we tolerate
wanton incursions
into Chinese territory.
All we uant is a peaceful
and stable
border.
After counterattael:inp.the Vietnamese
ap-,rrressors as they deserve,
the
Chinese frontier
troops will strictly
keep to defending
the border of their
own
country.
He believe
this Chinese position
will enjoy the symnathy and support
of
all the countries
and pe•ple who love peace and uphold justice.
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The Chinese
and Vietname:se
peoples,
s:vrn:,athizinrr.
with and supportine·
each
other
in their
long revolutionary
strufe;les,
have forged
a :nr.,found
friendship.
Today I s izrave armed conflict
between
China and Vit~t TJam is \-rholly the uaking
of the
Vietnamese
authorities
actinP
contrar7
to the will
~f t:-1e Chinese
and Vietna:rr.ese
peoples.
The Chinese
Government
anc! neople
treasure
an,1 uphold
the friendship
between
the two peoples.
They have done so and will
continue
to do so in future.
The Chinese
Government
solemnly
demands that
the Viet:iar!lese
authorities
at
once stop armed incursions
and all acts of provocati•n
~nd sabotar,e
in Chinese
border
areas,
withdrmr
all their
armed personnel
from the Chinese
territory
they
have illeGally
occupied
and respect
China's
sovereie;nty
and territorial
integrity.
The Chinese
Governnent
has always
stead for a fair and reasonable
settlement
of the
disputes
between
the two ceuntries
thr•urh
peaceful
ne/jotiations.
Past negotiati,..ns
have all failed
because
of lack of 13:ood faith
on the Vietnamese
side.
The Chinese
Government
nou proposes
ar,ain t~iat the two sides
sneedily
hold negotiations
at any
mutually
agreed
pla~e between
representatives
of an appropriate
level
to discuss
the rest-,ration
of peace and tranauillity
al"'np:: the border
betueen
the two countries
and preceed
to settle
the disputes
concerning
the boundar:r
and territory.
The
Chinese
Government
is prepared
te enter
into
concrete
ne~otiations
on any
constructive
measures
that
can ensure
peace and tranquillity
alon~ the QOrder
between
the two countries.
At this
time when Chinese
armed incursions,
the Chinese
st'"'P on the precipice,
retract

frontier
troors
are forced
to repulse
Vietnam~se
i;o•rernrnent
apneals
to the Vietnamese
authorities
fr•rn the wrong path and do n"t rro any farther.
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REPORTOF THESECURITYCOUNCIL
Lett<:::· c..s.ted 17 F~bruaa.J-979
f'rom the Permanent Represent9.ti
ofC:hfo11to the Uni~ed :t-T:3.tionsaddressed to the _Sec:retary-

ve

C:;ene:t'al

Upon instructions
from the Gcverrunent of the People's Republic of China and
in accordance with Article
51 of the United Nations Charter,
I have the honour to
transmit to you herewith the full text of the statement issued by the Xinh"tl.aNews
Agency on 17 February 19'79 upon authorization
of the Chinese Government and
reqc.:.est that this letter
and the statement be d:rculated
as an official
document
of the General Assembly under item 11 of the preliminary
list.

{Si(-".ned) CHENChu
Pe1··mancnt Representative
of the
People's Republic of China
to the United Nations
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Statement

i

issued by the Xir;!~-~~]I~.....;~
on 17 February
~on authorization
of the Chinese Government

The Xinhua News Agenfc:yis authorized
following · statement today:

1979

by tt.e Cbim:3e Government to issue

the

.
I~noring China's repeated warnings, the Vietna:mese a.uthorities
have of late
continually
sent armed forces to encroach on Cl1:;.nese ·territory
a."ld attack Chinese
.fro~tier
guards and inhabitants,
causing a rapid deterioration
of the situation
and
serfonsly threatening
the peace and security
of China's :frontiers.
Driven beyond
forbear~nce,
Chinese frontier
troops have· been · forced to rise in counterattack.
While recklessly
pushing an· anti-China.and
anti-Chinese
policy, the Vietnamese
authorities
have in the past two years carried out incessant
armed provocations
and
hostile
activities
in China's border areas.
Treasuring the friendship
between the
Chinese and Vietnamese peoples and exercising
restraint
and forbearance,
the Chinese
side has repeatedly
given -advice and served warning to the Vietnamese authorities
with a view to avoiding a worsening of the situation.
But the Vietnamese
authorities,
emboldened by the support of the Soviet Union and mistaking China's
restraint
and desire for peace as _a sign of·weakness~ have become more and more
unscrupulous and kept escalating
their armed incursions
into China's border areas.
They have concentrated
massive armed forces along the Sino-Vietnamese border and
repeatedly
encroached on China's territory.
They have flagrantly
laid mines and
built defence works on Chinese territory,
wilfully
opened up with rifles
and guns
to destroy Chinese villages
and kill C~inese soldiers
and civilians,
plundered
Chinese properties
and attacked Chinese trains,
thus causing grave incidents
of
bloodshed.
In the past six months alone, the Vietnamese have made armed
provocations
on more than 700 occasions and killed or wounded more than 300 Chinese
frontier
guards and inhabitants.
By such rampant acts of aggression
the Vietnamese
authorities
have meant to provoke military
conflicts
and heighten tension along
China's southern border and disrupt China's socialist
modernization
programme. Such
acts of aggression of Viet Nam, if allowed to go unchecked, will no doubt endanger
the peace and stability
cf South-East Asia and even those of the whole of Asia.
It is the consistent
position of the Chinese Government and people that we
will not attack unless we are attacked.
If we are attacked,
we will certainly
counterattack.
The Chinese frontier
troops are fully justified
to rise in
co1.IDterattack when they are driven beyond forbearance.
We want to build up our
country and need a peaceful international
environmentn
We would not like to fight.
We do not want a single inch of Vietnamese territory,
but neither will we tolerate
wanton incursions
into Chinese territory.
All we want is a peaceful and stable
border.
After counterattacking
the Vietnamese aggressors
as they deserve, the
Chinese frontier
troops will strictly
keep to defending the border of their o,m
country.
We believe this Chinese position will enjoy the sympathy and support of
all the countries
and people who love peace and uphold justice.
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The Cliinese and Vietnamese peoples,
sympathizine;
,d·th and supporting
each
other in t.beir long revolutionary
struggles,
have fcrged a profound friendship.
Today's grave armed conflict
-between China a,_7.dViet, thm is wholly the making of the
Vietnamese authorities
act'ing contrary
to tffe. will :of the Chinese and Vietnamese
peoples.
The Chinese Government and people trNiiure
and ·uphold the friendship
between the two peoples.
They have done so and will continue
to do so in future.
The Chinese Government solemnly demands that the Vietnamese authorities
at
once stop armed incursions
and all acts of provocation
and sabotage
in Chinese
border areas, withdraw all their
a:rmed personn.el
from the Chinese territory
they
·have illegally
occupied and respect
China's
s.overeignty
_and territorial
integrity.
The Chinese Government has always stood for a fa.ir and reasonable
. settlement
of the
disputes
between the two countries
through peaceful
negotiations.
·- Past negotiations
have all failed because of lack of good faith ·on the· Vietnamese sid.e. · The Chinese
Government now proposes
again that the two sides speedily
hold negotiations
at any
-mutually agreed place between representatives
of an appropriate
level to discuss
the restorat±on
of peace and tranql.l,illity
along the. border between the two countries
and proceed to settle
the disputes . coi:icern;tng tbe _boundary and territory.
· The
· Chinese Government is prepared to ..enter into concrete
negotiations
-on any
constructive
measures that can ensure:· peace and tranquillity
along the border
between the two countries.
At this time when Chinese frontier
troops are forced to repulse
Vietnamese
arm.ea. incursions,
the Chine.se Government app~als to the Vietnamese authorities
to
stop on the precipice,
retract
from the wrong path and do not go any farther.
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Notes of a meeting

held in the Secretary-General's

Friday,

In attendance:

16 February

He also

apprised

the conflict
received

a meeting

Line States

considered

results

the matter.

gave him a very good analysis
Prince

communications

not to press

more satisfactory

Sihanouk

that

that

of the situation.

he would not want to be just

he had categorically

New York through

third

rejected
parties

also

on 10 February,

Sihanouk was a great

.
-----

the President
for a meeting

recalled

the

who wanted to return

with Pol Pot.

a figurehead.

-

Kampuchea

in which the latter

to

He had stated

He also

stated

which had been made to him in

by Heng Srunrin.

-~-

He then referred

It was the Secretary-General's

patriot

approaches

with SWAPO.

than when the Council

The Secretary-General

Kampuchea, but he had no wish to be associated
clearly

that

and

from President

of Democratic

and mentioned

Ambassador Prasith

he had with Prince

that

Council

developments

to the Territory

and his talks

from Ambassador Prasith

had advised

as it would not produce

impression

visits

between Uganda and Tanzania.

of the Security

of the Council

conversation

of Mr. Ahtisaari's

the Ambassador of the recent

to the request

first

1979, 10:00 a.m.

the ft.mbassador of the latest

as well as to the Front

Amin concerning

for

informed

Namibia in light

South Africa

office

The Secretary-General
H.E. Mr. Chen Chu, Permanent Representative
of the
People's Republic of China to the United Nations
Mr. Kuo Chia-ting,
First Secretary-Permanent
Mission of the People's
Republic of China to
the United Nations
Rafeeuddin Ahmed

The Secretary-General
concerning

✓

~(~,,_r-40

Ct
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The Secretary-General
tension

then expressed

his concern

between China and Viet Nam. He recalled

Viet ?iam had met him on Sunday, 11 February,
in which he was requested
communication
President

to take

of the Security

he had given regarding

this
their

the .Ambassador of

to hand over a communication

appropriate

measures.

A similar

Council.
the Secretary-General

the situation

unchanged on this

position

that

had been handed over by the Ambassador of Viet Nam to the

The Ambassador thanked

remained

over the existing

relations.

The Chinese position

and the United

now that

The developments

and it would be advisable

in Namibia.

question,

was favourable

for the information

States

the~ two countries

in East Africa

to have the matter

reaction

had normalized

were rather

resolved

to

within

unfortunate,
the context

of the OAU.
The Ambassador then handed over to the Secretary-General
the letter
previous

he had addressed
evening

containing

of the Foreign

Minister

its

against

aggression

President

President

on 12 February

in Vietnamese

failed

to the contents

He added that
its

Council the

of the communication

Viet Nam was continuing
troops

there.

Kampuchea, Khieu Samphan, had addressed
which .Ambassador Prasith

Council to circulate
troops

they were not able to keep control
They had also

reply

of the Security

Kampuchea and increasing

of the Security

The increase

China's

of Viet Nam.

of Democratic

to Heads of State

to the President

a copy of

in their

a letter

is asking

the

as a document of that

from 13 to 17 divisions
with the original

endeavours

The

indicated

body.
that

strength

of their

to make Khmers fight

Khmers.

forces.

--------
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This development
their

also

resistance.

13 February
Council.

the Kampuchean forces

Ambassador Prasith

China supported

aggression

this

Council,

any repentance.

and also

request

the Soviet

On the other

and serious

stepped

The creation
border

is a part

up military

Soviet

Union.

of aggression
A meeting
gravity

against

stated,

He had differences
his plight
matter

kinds

in a certain

were asking

to divert

political

attention

way to its

years
friends

of the

from their

as the victimised
attention

deteriorate
along

crime
party.

to the

further,

China's

both

border.

on the Vietnamese.

as the Secretary-General
He was a very good friend

with Pol Pot and Ieng Sary.
three

along the Chinese

and moral pressure
patriot,

causing

the armed

of hegemony with the support

high prestige.

in the previous

China,

and armed forces.

of incidents

to Kampuchea and the provocations

and he enjoyed

its

against

Council wauld help to call

Sihanouk was a great

discussion

is worsening.

which could otherwise

It would help to maintain
Prince

population

Kampuchea and to appear

of the situation

with respect

strategy

is intended

of the Security

of the Security

the initial

provocations

situation

by Viet Nam of all

It also

after

but the people

This grave

of their

meeting

Viet Nam has intensified

damage to the civilian

for protection.

in New York on

an urgent

because

had intensified

Union and Viet Nam had not shown

hand,

China had always shown restraint,
forces

had arrived

and on the next day requested

in the Security

grave

showed that

China sympathized

had
of China.
with

and indicated

its

views in this

in Democratic

Kampuchea. China hoped

.

' '

- 4that
Prince

the mistakes

of the past would not be repeated

Sihanouk had a bad experience.

Deng Xiaoping had suffered
will

Join a united

front

The Ambassador then stated
intervene
credentials.

In the same way, Vice Premier

more than once.

patriotic

that

with the Secretary-General

He added that

for the liberation

to expedite

The Secretary-General
but he hoped that

this

Prince

Sihanouk

of Kampuchea.

Ambassador Prasith

They had heard rumors of possible

Viet Nam and the Soviet

in the future.

had requested

the presentation
problems

of his

being raised

Union.
mentioned
matter

that

his

could be arranged

schedule

was rather

soon.

!!J::,

him to

full,

by

,,.
/~

.
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CONFIDENTIAL
Notes on a meeting
held in
on Wednesday,
10 January
Present:

The

the Secretary-General's
1979, at 10.30 am

Mr. Chou Nan,
the

office

Secretary-General

H.E. Mr. Chen Chu,
People's
Republic
People's

Representative
to the United

First
~ecretary,
Permanent
Republic
of China to the

Mr. Kuo Chia-ting,
Mission
of the
United
Nations

Mr. Rafeeuddin

Permanent
of China

First
People

1

Secretary,
s Republic

of the
Nations

Mission
of
United
Nations

Permanent
of China to

the

Ahmed

The Ambassador
stated
that
he had sought
this
meeting
to enquire
from the Secretary-General
as to how he intended
to handle
the question
of the credentials
of Democratic
Kampuchea.
The Secretary-General
replied
that
the credentials
were received
yesterday
and MrG Gleissner
would prepare
a
document
informing
the Council
members of their
receipt.
The
Ambassador
wished
to know whether
the Secretary-General
would
express
the view that
th~ credentials
were in good order.
They had heard
that
the Secretary-General
will
follow
the
precedent
of the Dominican
Republic
case where the Secretariat
had taken
a non-committal
stance.
As far as Democratic
Kampuchea was concerned,
the Government
which had forwarded
the credentials
for Prince
Sihanouk
was the sole legitimate
one and the validity
of the credentials
was unquestionable.
This was not a matter
for the Security
Council
to decide.
The Secretary-General
himself
should
say that
the credentials
were in order.
How can the seizure
of the capital
be used to
justify
a denial
of the validity
of the legal
Government?
General
de Gaulle
represented
France
even when Paris
was
under German occupation.
So did the King of Norway when Oslo
had fallen.
If the Secretary-General
did not follow
this
course
of action,
it would be a serious
matter.
They were
friends
of the Secretary-General
and would like
to prevent
him from taking
a step which would be supportive
of the
Soviet/Viet
Namese aggressors.
If the puppet
regime were
allowed
to speak under rule
37 or 39, then they would oppose
a meeting
of the Security
Council.
Many Member States
would
question
the Secretary-General's
action
if he were to deny
the validity
of the credentials
presented
by Prince
Sihanouk.
This would be a violation
of the United
Na.tions
Charter
and
the responsibility
would rest
with the Secretary-General.
The Secretary-General
pointed
out that
no steps
had
been taken
so far with regard
to the credentials.
They were
still
on my desk.
He appreciated
the opportunity
for a frank
exchange
of views on this
matter
which he would study
carefully.
He wished
to remain
objective
and he recognized
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